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ABSTILIXT 
Three lateritie profilCL- localitiem 
"wý-,, '0 C> -1 -T ---ý . &ud of varying depth and d4la-rees miFý,, Yvrzed 47 ,V 
for the precious metalsy platinum, vnýd gold 
by radiochemical noutron-activation artalyeis. In the 
distribution of major, minor and ollier 1-, race 
0 
silicon, magmesium, nickoll coba. Itt clýromivxmq copperg mwiganeseq 
zi-neg uranium, sodium, eblorine and scandium) iTa. -, p- determ. bied., 
Instrumental activation analysis; radiochemical s%nalysls ctn6 
conventional chemical procedures were used. The mineralogy of the 
saam, les was studied using electron- microscopy. Sufficient analytical 
data vefe obtained to justify the use of molecular proportions 
and not changes plotsý and a coefficient correlation methodý in 
0 
order to elucidale tho geocheiniic--aj t)cýj,, a-viour nf the elements uring 
the weathering processes. 
I 
CIALPTUR I 
( TATERITE ) 
I 
I 
INTRODUCTION 
Nickel is enriched in certain lateritic deposits which have 
originated by tropical weathering of basic rocks. Such deposits 
constitute a very important commercial source of the element. 
2+ 2+ The ions Pd and Pt have similar radii, 0.86,0.80 2 respectively 
which are fairly similar to the radius of Ni 
2+ (0.72)o Moreover 
the second ionization potentiaLs of Pt (18.56)9 Pd ( 19.42) and 
Ni (18,15) are of similar order. Such factors lead to the sq,, ý, getion x 
(Morris) that there might be a notable concentration of palladiu-m 
and platinum in the lateritic nickel ores. 
A review of the literature indicates that little is known 
about the geochemical distribution. of platinum group metals during 
the weathering process OVedepohl 1969)-, a situation that has &risen. 
largely because of difficulties of chemical analysis'o 
A radiochemical method developed in this investigation permits 
a fairly rapid determination of pal. "Iadiwa, platinum, gold and 
iridium. The procedure involves the irradiation of. samples Wa 
nuclear reactor, followed by radiochemical separation of the 
elements by a schpme based largely on liquid-liquid. extractions. 
IV 11 IV 
Extractions of platiawn , palladium and ir"idilV4 by di-n-heptyl 
sulphoxide in 1.1.2-trichloroothane were Lased on the disiribution 
data of Lewiset al. (1976), and precipitation procedures for Pt, 
Ir end Pd were similar to those described by Iforri-ap Hill and 
M3, S-t, 331) m-nd by Iloyd and Iforriv. 
(1961). 
i h. 
(1.913 
2 
Three profiles of varying depths and degreem of d(-%velo. Tr, ). - 
Mont were analyzed fer precious metals as well as major, minor 
and other tracG The mineralogy of the analyzed 
Sallinles was using the electron microscope, Enough analytical 
data was ob-, '-; lAavd to justify the usO Of ll')JeCULar proportions 
and Net change plots. 
Answers were scultv. 1-it to several questions. For oxample, 
are the major nuirtor c3t, -, )Pf, es which take place during the k=, ell 
veathering and Iv,. terite formation recogrnizably different from 
those reported in previous -tudies? lihat factors appears to 
control. depletion end enricllmapuzit of trace elements at O'Lif ferent 
horizoris of th(, profiles? Is there any correlation between 
distributtion of the precious metala avid other 
3 
CI RAPTER I 
IATERITE 
The term "Laterite" was suggested by, BuchAan in (18,0,7) to 
denoto certain reddish brown f erruginous residual rocks in. S. India. 
Subsequently tho torm has been used widely f or in(my red, f errytfrinous C-1) 
reathering products. 
Reviews of laterite teminoloZy and of I. -.!. terization proc- 
eases have been published in recent ye.. rs by 11ohr md Van Baren(195,4. ), 
Tracey (1968). Illotz(1962). liaignen(1966) and Stephen and Nortou(1973). 
These studies permit -the following moneralization: L,,,, fcrite k 
is aL-f ormed by brepk down of parent . product Of 
tropical weathering 
roe-I. -sq by progressive removal of the more mobile conGtituents ,,. nd 
by a com, lemen-Vary residual accumulation of insolij. 1.4c) wca; Lhering 
products. Goldich(1938) has omphasized the relative immobility of 
some eowgtitu.. ýnits as an important facto;., - in their coneontratio-a. 
161 
. 
0RIGIN 
Elm mc-clumisms of laterite f ox-mation be. vvi been the s-. 11biect, 
uw y years, inclucl-lý - ElY3 papers witbin lc., Ilt t ent- Cn 
Wolf Harden. and Eateson(19i'-23), Ilaip-icn(1966)p Grubb(1970) 
and Petc-rsort(I. 9,71). 
It is C. c. 1crally c. c-cepted that, in the origia of la-i, or-Ucs, 
thore aro, five independen-t variables (Junny 1ý2141) i'ý, ),? ich effect the 
constiti-ttion and composition of any soil system. These are: 
je c141rAnte 
terip erature 
on 
OP 
4 
S 
39 Parent Rocks 
49 Weathering 
A: Mochartical Wea-ýhoring 
Weathering 
(i) Hydration 
Iýgdrolysis 
(iii) Oxidation 
Carbonation 
Cholation 
5. Time 
1.2.1 Climato 
Climate in one of the -major factors involved in laterite 
genesis. Me following features are irkpor-tent. 
0 
i- Tompera-Islure 
PreCipltation (Intensity of ritin-fal-. 1) 
iii- Vegetation 
Those features havo. been discussed in detail by Mohr (1972) 
Ditotler (1951) and Ollior (1975)* 
Field observations agree with the -that ivarmth 
favours laterite fonuation ( Cady and 1,962). Maignert 
(1958)'suggested'. -that a Sudan-Guinca cliniate with more than 80 
inches rain-fall per year mud with 2-4 months rolatively di-y is 
oplUmum for mobilizaxltioný accumlation cmd induration of iron 
and certain other elements in laterite. 
HiLtibert (1948) concluded that a mitinuously wet, cond-iii. tion 
doe,,.,, not favour laý VIO 00C. -O. re'rice of p erjo"'I-s of 
drought, obser-ired in areas v... - - laterito deposits occur, 
is thoW-, I. -P. t Irf ? ý', acloxen (19'G)G) to be rt-. ýquisito. 
5 
S 
Tropical and s-ub-., tn., q)jcaj climates are characterised by alter- 
nate wet wlil dry seap-nnsy by hsof, ve-cather and 'warm water throughout 
the year, mad geiierct. 11y, by lux-arient vegetation with corresponding 
abundant supply of bacterial life and organic compounds. Under 'Vhese 
conditions, rock deeziy is carried furtherg leaching is more completeg 
and an enriched_ residual material is formed. 
- There is a tendency f or the rate of chemical reactions to 
increase as t co-ap erature increases 
(Pickering 1951), 
Parent Rocks 
-Latorite is found ovorlyiugr a variety oý rocks. Tf, is more 
commonly over basic and ultrabasic, rocks, althotkgh exeptionaliy it 
nay be found on acid rocks, e. gp Faixta Djallan massive (TrJaig-aien). 
I The econo-adc of the ocouvrence of cerLain clements in 
laterites is clearly deoiý)-Oent upon the nal(mro of the rock from 
re. e of na which they originatc4d, tlieir chenlic-al mode anr! the derze 
concentration: 
According to Vine(1949), similar solls are fomed under quitv 
different climatic conditions frow a particular kind of parent rock. 
This is exemplified by the Serpentine soils of New Caledonic, (Gryu. -, u,, --c, 
1949) "they exteuqed from near sea level on arid weptem coast 
(2350 au, rD. in annually) up and over the central marres (rain, 1900mml 
I and down to the 
C4-4-St CO&S'V Where thore is a raLll-fOdl. of about 
2500 rwn, without the soil showing any sig, -nificant chmigres in profile , Z2 
characteristics". On the other handr difference in source-rock 
lic formation of di""'erent im spiiý) Of colnpcý,, ý3; t, je. n 
leads- to ti 4 J. V 
climatic conditions. 
6 
Structuret an well as mineralogical and chemical composition, of 
I rock may tho parc-LJL%f an iniportant, influ. ence on soil formation. 
Alany have drav, -a attention to the fact that 
minerals of basic rocks in general weather more readily than those 
of acidic racks. ( eeuero I Goldich 1939) 
- (h the basis of observation and e",. orimont, the common, 
minerals of itýnaous rocks caax bo arranged in two parallel seriesq 
according to rate of weatheri. rur: C3 
mi Haf 3Lc neral s reiý e minerals 
Olivill Ca-N,, lagioelt', se 
Pyroxene Na-Ca Plagioclase 
kmy)Idbole K-Feldspar 
Biotite Muscovite 
Quartz 
The series show a striking resemblul. ce to tho orcler of 
-zation of minerals fron, igileo-as inelts. 
The minerals that form at 
highest temperatures (olivine ar-d calcic-plafrioclso) being those 
susceptible to weathering. ' 
7 
To o. *rLT phy 
Laterite has been generally associated with a level or 
gently sloping surface. This characteristic was emphasized at 
an early period by Oldham (1893) Ifolrae (1914). They observed in 
Mozambique that lateritei-3, only occured on gently undulating 
plateiiu mid never on stc-op slopes. Ifany laterites are associated 
-with'. peneplainsp as in Oregon (U*SoA)e 
.0 Previous literature concludes that gentle-sloping surfaces 
are fiecessary to retain the accuumilating residiumg which would 
othervrise be washed away as soon wa fomed, md it also pair-mits, 
continual slow downward seep of rain water and a seasonal high 
water table. 
Lake (1890) classifiod -the laterites according to topographic 
0 
Positions. Ile tried to suggest that topograpild-c position has an 
effect on the origin and nature of the laterites. 
Cl- as si fi cati on: 
Group Nature of laterite 
Plateau Vesicular 
. 
Terrace Partly Vesicular 
Valley Partly pollety 
Origin 
Non-detrial 
Detrial & Non- 
detrial 
Detrial & Non 
detrial 
4 
A more elaborate scheme of classification has been presented 
by Iloore(1955) and by Maignien(1958). 
t 
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Four 1"dscapes -; dth i, 71dell 
)aterite i,, 7, i cori-monly iýlcntificd cbro. - 
1- 'High level pcnepI,, -L. ',. ),. romanents, 
2- Collovial foot 
3-e Low-lowl -plain having water tables or rcceiving water. from 
high I and. 
4- Intermediate between upland arid peneplain. 
"lie first three tire illustrated diagramatically in' fig. I. I.. L 
10 
6 
VIELTHERING 
Weaf, hering reaction -takes placc, pri"marily Gý, ' a ressrult, of 
disequilibria between tho lithosphere and hydros- -IC y. 'I. 
A. Are atmosphereý 
and bio-sphere (Keller 1954). 
Rocks and minerals. are responnive to their enviirommc-t-.,. t. 
0 
They dre stable wider the conditions at which they vere created 
but may become unstable ivith change of environment. MOst of the 
rocks are f ormed under conditions of high temperature and pressure 
which do not pertain at the surface. 
Weathering is much inore important in the formation of econmic- 
minerals than is generally realised -(Bateman 
1957)., 
1 
Weathering is a complex operation that involves several 
distinct processeep such as disintegrationg oxidaVi4ong by-dration 
and hydrolysis. These processes may operate singly or jointly* 
'Weathering generally subilivided into two catagories: 
1. Mechanical weathering 
2- Chemical weathering 
1.5.2 Mechanical weatherin 
Mechanical actiong although important in yielding valuable 
placer depositsf does not create the useful minerals; it merely 
frees and concentrates minerals already formed. However, it 
facilitates chemical weathering by reducing the size of the material, 
thus creating more specific surface available for-chemical attack. 
11 
0 
1-5*3 Chemical weathering 
Chemical weathering fnvolvos reae. tjo, %-, -q Df rDclcg 1. -4 xd min,. 
I erals with the constituents of air azd wator at' or ne4r the Earths 
surface. From different point of viewq weat"hering merian approach C-7 
of a system involving rockdg air and water to equilibrium. 
1.5.4- Rate of weathering 
The rate of weathering of rocks in highly dependent upon 
numerous factors; these include : 
i- Size of rock part3*Lcles* 
ii- Permeablility of the-rock mass. 
iii- Popition of the groAuid water ta. ble. 
vi- Temperature of the rock. 
v- Composition of the rock. 
iv. Amount of water active in weathering. 
iiv- Oxygen and other gases in the system. 
-iiiv- 
Macro- and micro-flora and fauna present. 
Because of the many variable factorsp the rate of chemical weath- 
ering ranges widely from place to place. 
Jenny(1941) quotes Ifilger's (1897) experimental studies, 
where wiLiform rocks particles, 10-20 mm in diameter, were exposed 
to atmospheric influences for a period of 17 years. Limestone 
particles were very, slightly reduced f rom original size, but 90% 
of the saxidstone particles disintegrated7 probably, due to weather- 
inir Of the cement. w 
Goldich calcuiated that the total amo-ant of ignsous rock 
weathered during the f-peolorrical history of the earthp on the t: 3 U, 
12 
assimption that all 
40Ar 
now found in the atmosphere and hydro- 
sphere is a decay product of 
40 K in the Earth's cy-ast, and that 
al I the 
40 Arhas been released by weatherinmg. He arrived at' the 
figure 6462 Kg Crý-5' of rock having been weathered during 3.5xlO 
years, 
1*596 Chemical reactions 
are weathered chemically by a large variety of reactions 
(Locus 1907). Those are followings: 
1.5.7 ion 
'The simplest kind of weathering reactions involve dissolving 
of soluble minerals and the addition of water to form hydrates; 
e. g iron oxides absorb water vaid turn into hydrated iron oxides 
or iron bydroxides. 
Stated as-, 
Pe 0+H0 2peoOll 232 
Iron oxide + Water ! ---- Goethite 
hydAration is also inyortant in the formation of clays. rrequently 
water may be incorporated as part of the crystal lattice in hydrated 
minerals (Keller 1961)o 
Hydration often involves a considerable volume chfuige which 
may be important in physical weathering, Oxfoliation and granular 
disintegration (Ollier 1975). 
Hydrationg according to Ollierg actually prepares the mhaerals e/ 
surfaces for further alteration by hydrolysist oxidation and V 
carbonation. It also enablos the transfer of ions to take place 
with greater case* 
13 
1*5*8 Hydrolysis 
Hydrolysis in the weathering process refers to reaction 
*+ so between the II and 011 ions of water and the elements of rock or 
mineral. Water (even distilled and raln. water) is not inert, it 
is a chemical reagent supplying It+ and OIC ions. These ions play 
an important role in controlling the reactions undergone in, chemical 
weathering. Solubilities of many substances vary drri., matically with 
the chmg-e of pll c. g; the solubility of iron is about 100ý000 titnes 
greater at p1l. 6 than at 8#5 (Ollier 1975)o 
Because most of the primary rock fonning minerals are sili- 
cates. the hydrolysis and the weathering of silicates is of primo 
importance. Hydrolysis reactions of silicates are 
(Simplified 
formulae): 
olivine 
mg OlIg 
++ 
+ 401f" + 11 SJ. 0 (Silicie acid) 2S'04 + 
41T'20 244 
K-Feldspar + 
4KAlSi 3 
06+ 22H 20 
4K + 4011 + Al 4 
Si 
40 10 
(011) 
a 
(Gibbsite) 
8114S'04 (Silicia acid). 
1.5.9 Factors vh: Ljý_promote ýy ro Sil 
In order to continue this process the soluble prodx: L%-. 
t of 
Irydrolysia must be removed f rom the active'system. The product may 
be rem-ovedy wholly or in part, by several processes; 
these includes 
the following: 
RepeatO- leaching by fresh rain vater. 
Introtbaction, of 11 ions, 
-0 the product by colloidal Substances. , 3- Mbsorl)1,1011 0, 
14 
Repeated leaching of rocks by fresh water performs at les. st 
two functions: 
i- It carries away in solution the soluble substances. 
ii- It tend to dotermine the pH and oxidation potential in the 
pTI weathering system. The J., value of the weathering system off ectsq 
inturny the kind of produe-ba(e. g bauxite- laterite- koaline or 
other clay minerals), Rain vater, is initially neutral (pH 7) or 
near sop but surface waters may be rendered. acid or alkaline a. s a 
result of interaction in rock weathering, system. Water may dissolve 
CO , and other acid formiLng C-ases from the air and soil system and 2 C. 1 
organic acid from the soil, which render it acid in reaction. 
AnalOg? usly it may pick up, basic substances from certain 
soil,, which make the water alkaline. 
Keller(1957) concluded that the rate of rock weathering 
becomes important under conditions where the rocks are repeatedly 
leached with fresh vrater. The volume of irater that i3 available 
for leaching tends to fix the p1l of the weathering system and 
thereby influence the Icind and amounts of the weathering prod-Licts. 
The effect of pH on Al 203 and SiO 2 has been shoim by 
Corren (1949) and Garrels (1956). At pli 10 and higherp both Al 203 
and Si 02 are relatively soluble an d theref or6 some amowkt of thera 
may be released during hydrolysis. e, g; 9 the Al 203 and SiO 2 released 
from hydrolyzing nepheline and amphibolce(both have abrasion p1l 
10-11) are likely to be carr: 'Led away, unless and untill their 
solution meet with the following conditions; either 
W reduction 
of plig or (ii) ova-poration of part of tlj. o rater. 
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Table 1.1 shows the pH of some common minerals when abraded in water. 
Mineral pH when abraded in water 
Feldspars 
Albite 10 
Oligoclase 9 
Anorthoclase 8 
Orthoclase 8 
Microciine 8 
Micas 
Biotite 8 
Muscovite 7 
Am2hiboles 
Actinolite 11 
Hornblende 10 
]ýEroxenes 
Augite 10 
Hypersthene 8 
Olivine 10 
Nephline 11. 
Cabonates 
Calcite 8 
Dolomite 9 
Clay minerals 
Kaolinite 6 
Montmorillonite 7 
Quartz 7 
Data simplified from Kellerg 1957o 
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Let us assume that the p1l of a solution derived from bydrolysis 
of Nephline is reducedd from pIII 10 to p1l 8 (quite probable in 
nature), and observe the effect on solubility of Al 203 and SiO 2 
At pl-I 8 the solubility of Al 203 is reduced to almost nilp but 
the -solubility of SiO 2 in reduced to only a quarterof what it was 
at p1l 10. It i. s expected, theref ore, that at pH 8 hydrated Al 203 
will be precipitated probably as Gibbsite (Al 20 3'0 3H 2 0), or as 
Diaspore (Al 20a . 11 2 O)f constiýUting Bauxite, whereas most or all 
of Si 02 will, remain in solution and be carried away. 
105.10 Introduction of ions and-their sourebs 
i- Rain water and carbonic acid 
I 
Acidity of grouud water is inerea3ed usually by the solution 
of CO from the air and from the soil atmosphere in which the 2 
partial pressure of CO 2 may be as much as ton times that of the 
air. Carbonic acid (11 2 CO 3) may effect weathering not only 
furnishing 
H ionst but also taking Cap Aýgv Fe and other ions out of the 
system in solution ( perhaps as bicarbonates). o 
ii. Acid Clm- 
A very important acid in the weathering process is acid 
clayp a clay mineral which has -a significantly high ratio of 
It 
ions in its cation-exchange sites. 
Clay can cover the surface of a primary silicates particles 
and attack it with maximum effectiveness by H ionsg 
those always 
in intimate contact with the particle undergoing weathering 
I 
(Ollier U'975)o 
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iii- Living pl=ts 
Living plants provide a continuing source of H ions to the 
colloidal clay in contact with their roots and tendsv thereforeq 
to create an acid condition of the clay . Yhichg in turnq weathers 
the nearby rocks and minerals. Plant rcootlets exchange JI ions for 
caý Mgý K and other available cations which they take up as 
nutrients for the plant ( Graham and Baker 1951). ý 
1.5.11 Oxidation 
. Oxidation of a substance occurs when it or one of its consti- 
tuent atoms loses one or ruore electrons (e7). Oxidation in the 
I 
process of weathering usually occurs by the combination of elemental 
6 oxygen with the weathering substance, a remctýon by which the 
oxidized substance loses electron to the oxygeno 
Oxidation of ihincralm by gaseous oxygeil, esse-nioially 
always occurs through the intermediate action of water in which -- 
the oxygen has first dissolved. 
Oxidation takes place mos-tly in the aerated zone. Among 
the products of weatheringg iron oxide are the most conspicuous 
becaus-e of their. bright colours. They include two forms of 
anbydrous iron(III). oxide the common mineral Hematite and less 
common Magnetic oxide) and at least two hydrated formsp Goethite 
(Fe 
20301120) and 
lepidocreite (FoOOH)* 
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According to Keller(1961) and Reicho (19695)9 any f. 'errous 
compound on prolonged exposure to the air is oxidized, according 
to such reactions as: 
1 
Fe 2S' 04 
(Feyalito) +g02+ 21120 -. @ýWmaw Fe2q3+ UfS' 04 
2C& Fe Si 0 (Iledonbergite) +0+ 10 H0* CO 2622 2' 
-Fe 203+4H 4S' 04 + &++ + 411C 03 
2FeCO (Sedirite) +0+ 211,00 Fe 0* + 2H COn 2 3232 
I. 
Krauskopf (1967) states that almost certainly oxidation 
take, P lace in steps. Detailm are not nocessmi-ily Imovn, birb it 
in vex7 likely that the rovctiou involve progressive dissolving 
of the iron (II) compounds by H2 co 30 
4 
Fe 4H CO 2"Fe -1+ +4 HC C7- + 2S' 04 + 2.3 3 lle'04 
0 ++ followed by oxidation of the Fe -. 
++ .w1 2Fo +4 IIC 0+0+ 21-1 0 Fe 06 +4 H2CO3 3222 
1.5.12 Chelation 
Chelation involves holding of an ion, usually a metal, 
within a ring structure of organic origin. Chelatihg agents evu?. 
extract ions from otherwise insoluble solids, and enable the 
transfer of ions in a chemical environment where they would 
normally be precipitated. 
plants utilise cholating ageixts to, exf-ract ious 
(nutrients) f row, rainerals, and t*hus er-able mincral-weathering -", o talre 
place at a much greater rate than would be indicated by simple 
ionic consideratioas* 
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The actual 'mechanism in not known in any detailtOllier 1975)e 
An instruwbi*o demonstration of chelation is described by Keller 
(19-57)o- Powder calcite is stirred jinto an squeo-vis solution of the 
sodium salt of EDTA (Ethylene diamine tetra-acetic acid, a common w 
chelating agent). No CO 2 in given offq the pH retuains 10 to 11 
(highly alkaline) 9 and'the Cm is taken up *n solution by chelation 
and the-carbonate i*n remains in solution* 
1. -5.13- CARBONATION 
The combination of cabonate C07' 3 
ions with a geological material in called 
iron bearing rocks are cpmmonly weathered 
bearing the least" Keller 1057). 
Water dissolves or combine with 
dW 
or bicarbonate IIC 
.,, and carbonation. 
Cal W 
by carbonation ("iron 
CO 2 to form carbonic acid 
irroo 11 
3H0 +3CO H CO, +3e +CGO -ý +11C 22233 
Rate of dissolution depends on 
4ý"- Grain size of CO 3* 
(ii)Duration, 
4 
0 
0 
k 
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b 2.1.1 SOHE, 34 ON Til,, 2, ' G' OF PLIýTlrr. ti'! w: -?,.! ETALS 
The platinum metals are considered to be. both siilerephile mad 
chalcophile. Their lithophile tenden-cY i! ý to be wealc or 
negligible (Ranksunct and 1940..., Iq. u'5, Quiring 
1962). As early as 1922 Goldschmit expressed the P-pirtion that th6 
scarcity of platinuin metals in the lithosphere was to their 
extremely siderophile nature and that this is the reaso-n that they have 
not been concentrated in the silicate slag of the earth (upper crust) 
but rather in the core which probably consist of vr: etallic iron with 
some nickel. 
It hvs been deduced from the previous literature and data that 
platinum mqtals are more abundant in irgn meteorites compared with 
stoney meteorites (chandrite) t and. this 'thing confirms the above view. 
In rocks platinum metals are most generally associated with mefic 
aud ultramsfic series (CrocketIO69). The high melting polm-ts anA high 
densities of the metals are the properties which are usually cited 
to explain vby the metals of this family are mainly associated with 
the early stages of mwjmatte differentiation. 
It has been Imown from the previous literature that economically 
important deposits of platinwn metals are proferentially comiacted 
with magmatic rock rich in magnesia and low in silica 
(Day 1070)o 
Platinum metals usually occur togather because of similarities 
in their chemical character( Table-1 aftpr Fliescher 1965). Solid 
solutioii among the platinoids is exte-asivet because of similarity 
in their metallic radii. The metals also corn't-Ane with or can be 
replaced in part by a significant amo,, mt of 
Fe(radius 1.27A), Ni 
00 
"t *,. 081); (GoldsclL (ra, lius I -?, , 
midt 19-4 wi(I "leiscTi-r or Cu(rv. diu9'l. 2 
1965)v 
22 
6 
Table 
Pd 1 -1 - Pt 
Metallic radius A 1.37 1.35 1.38 
Octahedral Covalent 
, 1931 1.32 1.31 
radius A 
Atomic No. -46 77 78 
Atomic Weight 106.4 192.2 195.09 
-inuvi itietals in igneous rocks are Data on the content -of plat 
scanty- and- scattered through a wide literature. Most of the results 
peitain to ultramafic rocks and related sulphideaq because economically 
valuable deposits of platinum metals have beerg universally fowtd 
associated with ultraawgic rock-9 and baso mAttis sulphide, -. R. 
The content of platinum metals in igneous rocks has beer. 
summarized in table 26.0,2 
23 
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Table 2.2 Platinum mebals abuxidwices in USGS standard rocks. 
Rock Type Pd (ppb) Pt. Ir (p, b 
W. -I Diabase 1805 (3) 16e 2 (7) 0,, 25 (2) 
G-1 Granite, 205 (6) 8*2 (4) 0*07 (1) 
0 PCC-1- Peridotite 310 19) 501 (9) 2.5 (5) 
DTS-1 Dw-tite 6*1 (9) 8.3 (0) 0*6 (8). 
SerpentinIte-Ilighly 300 (6) 85 (6) 
altered -rocksp 
Oberf ranken, Germany. 
Serpentinite-Less 12 (6) 26 (Oil 
altered than above. 
Basalt-Kaisertuhl 50 (6) 40 (6) 
Germany. 
Pd and Pt content of Bushveld Complex rockst South Africa. 
(After Hagenp 1954) 
Rock Type Pd (ppb) Pt (ppb) 
Granitic rocks 5 3 
Gabboric rocks 31 . 21 
Noritic rocks 15 38 
Ultrabasic rocks 59 48 
(Pyroxenites) 
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Table Coll-ili/e 0q 
Rock Týpe Pd Pt 
Ultrabasic rocks 12 17 
(Peridotite) 
Olivin - (Bushveld dunite) 
4 18 
Norites (Sudbury) 
16 
11 
Gabbros(Skaorgae, rd) 18 (10) 18 (10) 
Refe-rences: lo Daedeckery P,, end W, Mmann(1965). 2. Crocket, J., 
and Keays (1968). 3. CrockotýJ., emd G. Slcippon(1966). 4. Das Sarma, 
B(19G5)o 5* Green, T. E. (1970). 6. Grimaldi, F., emd H. Schnepfe(1967). 
7. Haffty and Riley (1968). ' 8. Janasen, R (1971). 9. Nadkamig R. A. ý 
and G. H. Morrison (1974). 10. Vincent, E., A. Smales(1956)*- 
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2, p 1.2 WE GEOCIMsITISTFff OF PLATIMIlf METALS DURING WEATITERINM 
review of literature shows that very little in Imo-n-m, about 
the geochemistry of platinum metals in sedimen Wedepohl 1969)0 
In the residua 1 scdimentcý such as quartz conglomeratesp platinum 
metals may occur, as does gold (C(Pusins 1971). Very I-A -tle study has 
been carried out about possible chemical reactions rhich can occur 
during weathering tuid transportation. "Although the platinum metals 
are very reqistant to chemical reactiong it muet be remembered that 
I 
they may be exposed to such attack through geological times of millions 
- of years" Stumple (1970)o 
Alluvial platinoid grains (found in Good News Bayq Alaska, ) 
are predominantly, metallic allOYS or piatiawn elementat generally 
considered as produced by erosion of the primary platinoid minerals 
disseminated in basic and ultrabasýtc rocks. (Mertei 1969)o 
According to Cousins(1976) alluvial concentration in South 
. Africa 
indicates that differential leaching of platinum metals way 
. Ieplatinum metals 
the rough orc take place. Aruongst ti, ler of resistance 
to chemical attack appears to be: 
Ir 03 RU Rh Pt Pde 
Cousins (1975) has demonstrated that Sodium Chloride is oneaý 
of the most potent leaching agembs for platinum metals under oxidizing 
conditions. Sodium chloride combines with platinum group metals 
to form 
soluble chloride complexes. Laboratory experiments 
indicate that the 
reaction is completed in a few hours when a 
1016 sodium chloride solution 
at 35oC under P. chlorine atmospherep 
is used for this leach reaction. 
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Under natural conditions the reaction will. be vastly alowerg but the 
geological time element cam be very loug(Cousins 1975). Evidence in fav- 
-ourof this reaction is platirwiti, poor, Os+ Iry rich, in alluvial 
depoetits of Good News Bsýj 0 .7 
(Iteritei 1969) 
According to Stumple (1974) plýLtinum. metals occur in solid 
solution in olivinel, chrome-spinel, and sulphides. He also suggested 
that serpentinization may result in the release of nickel and platirrum 
group elements from the olivine and spinel lattices. Uneconomic content 
of nickel in olivine might thus be transformed into potentially 
workable cone entrati on. axid the same, applies -to 
the platinum group 
elements. The Inaglinskily complex7 Yokutia(U. S. S. R), is a good case 
in point. 
Otteman and AW1,, ",. tstithus(1967) suggested that the platinum 
nuggets (in W. Ethiopian. laterite) are a derivativo product of duniteg 
mainly formed by laterization. They suggested the following . evidence 
for grovýth of platinum nuggets in lateritic soil: 
(i) The angular shape and proturberances of the platinum nuggets 
(these show3 no rounding. due to erosion during transportation) can 
be taken as evidence the platinum nxkTgets growth in the lateritic . &oil. 
(ii) The platinum nuggets enclose chromite grainrs identical to those 
of the ultrabasic rocks. 
(iii) The presence of altered chromite grains &a inclusions in. the 
nuggets supports the view that the nuggets, growth has taken place Cý 
in an environment of disintegration of ultrabasics. Iron oxide coating 
around the platinum could be formed during laterization. 
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Seveml other studies suggest that platinum may be mobile 
d. uring weatheringg and Cousins (1973) give evidence for mobility of 
palladium and platinum in forming placers. Evidence available so far t-. Y 
points to PtCI2-' as a transpbrtable species. The most inlprea. 4ive (and 6 
best documented) placers are those of the Witwatersrand that contain 
Os + Ir. Wagner (1929) described the occurrenceof anpergene platinum 
and palladirim minerals derived from the Merensky reef of Bushveld 
complex, South Africaq by leaching of the reef and redepositiort of 
of platinoid in the amorthositienorite foot wall. The area which. was 
highly fractured had the largest amount of oxidation and redeposition 
of platinum metals and the ratio of A to Fd in the oxidised are was 
found to be higher than. in the prijýary ore; this provides further 
evidence that palladium is more readily leached than platinum. 
Keimeth (1971) suggested. that platimim-nuggetý f row Trinity 
cotunty. 9 California, was derived from ultrabasic rockay mainly serpentine) 
and vas f ormed at low tempertiture. Thq constituents of the augget may 
have been transported end localised Iyy flu*d available during 
serpentization of host rock. 
The above stiulies pemit the folloving generalizmtionst. 
I- Platinoid metals are always associated with ultrabasic rocks and 
base metal-sulphides. 
2. Evidence and experiments show that platinum metals may be mobile 
durir, g weathering. 
3. A likely mode of transportation of platinum elements in the 
weathering cycle in as chloro-complex'es., 
4. Another a6pect is transportation and localization of these elements 
/ 
IT flusid evailable during serpenti, zution of 
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5- Residual concentration results in the accumulation of platinoid 
metals 'When other major OOnstitx'Onts Of ultramaf ic rocks are removed 
during weathering. The residues may- continue to accumulate imtill 
their volume make thýý,, ýi of comýereiml importance. 
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RULUVAM GEOCITEMISMY OF MAJOR AND HTNOR ELEMINTS 
Several studies have dealt with the geochemistry of major 
and minor elements during weatboring. Gordon and Muarataq 1952(Arkanaaa); 
Hotz, 1ID64 (O'regon); Swxtomý Ynig. o 9 1969 
(Philippine )-, and Her'ris, 1960 
(Oklohoma); and Zeissink, 1971(Australia), 
Tho fallowirq, generalitm-ation appears valid on the basis of 
these previous studies. Ultranimfic and mafic rocksv mainly per-idotite 
and serpentineq contain on averageg 0.2 percent Niq 0.02 percent Col 
10 percent Fe and 0.2 percent Crv with fresh and altered olivine as 
a main comPonent, (It is believed that olivine and pyroxene cz7f3talk4 
contain the Ni and Co in their lattites). These rocks are progressively 
decap. -posed by carbon, di-axide contained in surf ace irater and by 
prolonged exposure to the atmosphero in hmnid t tropical and 
tropical climates. As a result Si, ligg Caq K mad. Na are preferentially 
g concentrations of dissolved from the parent rock, leaving varyint, 
Al, Fe,, 
-Cr, 
Co an(I Ni relative to frosh rock. 
Roorda(1973) has shown an ideal. section through a. nickeli- 
ferous Oxide deposit, broadly consisting of su. -, )erficial nickelifer-jus I= 
16rionite, altered peridtite and unaltered peridotite. The chemical Ii 
and mineralogical variation through the depth of the shown profile 
) opi cal (Fig ppli, 9.9 to many deposits in tropical and subtr 
countries. There can be minor differences that may reflect variations 
in physiographical factors. 
Mineralogically, the changes are from a mixture of olivinis, 
pyroxuene and serpentine to a final product coqi, )osed predominantly 
of hydrated ireji oxi(les and minor a., xinivit of. r-" clay ;, rbieral. 
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composition as a. function of depth. (From Rooda 1973) 
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0 
oethite -ing f rou * weathe ring is g The predominant mineral s ecies result n 
FeOOIII)j it is characterise(I by* a ý)rkor ý! (?, rree of crystalinity'. 
According to Iftoorda(1973) in additIon iorie perce-attgre of Niq 
the goethite may contain Cr and Al. 
tt 
c 
lorit*, 
enstatite cuid chromite are accessory minerals ILQ 
laterite. 
i 
0 
CHAPTER 3 
SUPLES INVESTICIATED IN PRESINT VIORK 
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GUAM :. 11MALAN PROFILE 
30101 GEOLOGY AND G"ZOGRAPITY 
Nielcol depos., tits of lateritic origill occur at La-Glome. in east 
GuaUemala some 50 miles inland from Puert3 Barrios on the Carribean 
coast. The nickel bearing material ling been foirad over a large area CIA 
in associa ion with hills of partly serpentized peridotite on the 
sides of lake Izbal(Boldt 1967). 
TOPOGIUM-Y_ 
The distributio), 11 pattern of the laterite at. various elevations 
from the plain to gentle slopes and-on. ill-defined terracesý is probably 
due to block faulting. 
CLIMATE ANT VW-vETATION 
The cli-mate is tropical. Au average yearly precilAtation is 
about 80-9011 and average dayly tempurat-are is about 30 0 ce 
The vegetation developed on t1he ultraumfic rock area is sparse 
pared to the dense growth on adjacent rocks. com- 
3.1.2 PHYSICAL CHARA. CTERISTICS 
The nomenclature used in this study to describe the various 
horizons observed in the profiles under investigation is as follo-srs: C: ý 
A-horizon: the eluviated(leached) top layers. 
B-horizon: the illuviatod(enriched) intermediate layers. 
C-horizon: reathered parent material. 
D-horizon: unaltered parent material. 
The physical characteristics. of thev GuAmiale, profile is 
generally analogous to other nicheliferous laterites in tropical and 
sub-tropical cotuitriec. 'i'le havG the fAloVria,;, ý 1. wl A seque-ace a-; aý Pm-ý"O` 
of depth. 
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LOCATION AND DEPTIT WEATHERING GRAIN SIZE DESCRIPTION 
SAMPLE NO 01 HORIZON INCIM 
maze-ft.. * 
1.5-2.00 A 0-2 Reddish brown soil with 
organic matter and iront, =)! 
oxide pellets. Slight &uount! 4 
of weathered serpentine. 
L(2) 9.5-3.00 B 0-1 Highly weathered reddish 
brown soil- of plastic iron 
ic oxides with some organ 
material. Fine earthy appear-i, 
once. 
L(3) 3.5-4.00 B 0.2 Yellow-orango soil with less 
0 
iron oxide than L2 and with 
saprolitic tevbure(with sorae 
f rvgýiaents of sof t peridoti Le,,, 
L(4) 5.25-5.75 C 2-6 Yoll. or brown soil. Saprolitic 
texture with bo-alder of peri- 
dotite-serpentine. 
L5 Course 8.00-8.50 C 2-6 Slightly weathered rock(serpe-r 
L6 Fine 8.00-8.50 C0 0-2 ' 0 tine) fragments with fine graine-c 
soil with iron oxide. Gray- 
yellow colour. 
L(7) 10.25-10.75 D +6 Slighly weathered peridotite- 
ser"jentineo 
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NEW CALEDONIAN PROFILE 
GEOLOGY AND G, "MGMVITY 
Now Caledonia has one of the lartrest assemblages of ultra, 
mafic rocks. Nearly one third of the island about 2300 square miles 
011t Of the total rea of about 7200 consists of peridotite or its 
alteration products. The peridotite is believed to have been introduced 
during tertiary period. There is a range of composition from dunite to 
peridotite ( Consisting of olivinog harzburgite and py'roxene). 
TOPIOGRAPHY 
Topographic evolution liam been an important factor in the, 
development and localization of the nickel deposits. Lateritic weatbaring 
evidently took place on a peneplain or mature land-fonu that was being 
subjected to uplift and block faulting. During the later. ization period 
valleys and canyons were eroded into the surf ace of the land due to 
streeým activity. Flatý and gentl3p sloping surface favoured more effective 
action of ground water and at the same timo were not subject to rapid 
erosion; wherever this erosion progressed at a faster mte than 
weatheringp there vas no oppqrtunity for nickel deposits to acculnulate. 
3.2.2 PHYSICAL CITARACTIERTSTICS 
The plTsical character of the Nor, Caledonian profilo shows 
general agreement with the other laterites found in tropical countries. 
The typical ore section consist of an upper layer of limonitic SO'll 
that graded downward into limonitic nickel ore, which in turn grades 
to serpentine ore that is in direct contact with the underlying parent 
rock* 
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LOCATION AND DEPTH WEATHERING DESCRIPTION 
SAWL3LE NO . .1 
Ull 'i'ORIZON 
BNC 1 0-7 A Ferricrete surficial soil consist 
mainly iron oxide (limonite), 
Reddish brown colour is due tairon 
oxides. Slight amount of orgamic matter 
with some ser-pentine fragments are present, 
BNC 2 2-7 A Yellow brown soil have the same sort of 
BNC 3 7-11 texture an BNC 1 with less organic matter. 
BNC 4 11-13 Teztýu-al resemblance begins to disappear 
in BNC 3 =4 BNC4 
BNC 5 13-14 B Highly veatheredý dark red soil; rock 
completely diaaggregated. Mostly contain 
iron oxide(limonite)with asboliteo 
BNC'.. 6 14-17 C Yellow brown. colourg mainly consist of 
saprolite and asbolite with less iron 
oxide. Some partly weathered serpentine 
rock fragments are also present in thi3 
horizon. 
BNC 7 17-20 C. Gray-yellow colourv slightly weathered 
rock vith saprolitic texture. 
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UTDONNESIM P1103FILE, 
30301 GEOLOGY AND G! ", 0ý1FLkPIlY 
Large area of ul Itirabasic rocks in part overlain by nickel 
bearing laterites are fowid in the Islands of Indonesia. 
The seziples studied in this vrorli: are from Pomalea district 
lie within Lat., 40 10 s and Long. 121 0 37 E* 
Relief is generally ruf,, rged with some plateau-like areas. 
ClImate is tropicalp heavy rainfall with dry intervals play an 
important role in laterite formation. 
The vegetation on lateritic soil is sparse compared to the 
dense growth on adjacent areas. t3 
3.3.2 PHYSICAL CIURACTEIIISTICS 
4- 
Location and Depth Weathering Description 
Sample No (T. 1) Horizon 
BIP1 11-13 A Reddish broun colour with 
saprolitey limonite, enstatite 
and some gmins of quartz, 
BIP2 13-14 B Dark red saprolite; vith 
16-17 
iron oxides enmAched with 
baso elements. 
BIP3 17-20 c Gray-yellow saprolite; serp. 
entine peridotite vith 
quartz boxworko 
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3.4.1 MINERALOGY 
MI ineralogical information obtaine(l frow preliminary micro- 
-, -cOj)ic e, -,. -,, Lmination of all chemically ! was inadequate 
due to the fact that samples were in voi- A fixrthor y -AA 
complication mras the pre-sence of iron oxide co. -ý, tiiwgkr, On faost of the 
greinsý which made identif i cation difficult. Electron mi. crosqcopic 
examination of the swoples were preceded A-; ý 
(grain were aggregate) 'ý, 
chemical treatment to remove the iron oxide coatiag. 
The mineralogry of the Guatamala profile was foluld tO bO 
extremely wifforra. Change in horizon corresponded to changos in the 
proportion of different tain6rals present rather than to abrupt appearance 
and disapprearance of mixtoral pliase. 
The superficial reddish brown layer wan found to consist 
mainly of a. mixture of stong-ly magactic iron oxides. Iron oxides, k: ý 
which aro. =, inly responsible for the yellow, brown, and reddish colour 
of lateritic materialt are mostly amorphous hyd. "ates. 
Goethite is microscopically recognisablo as anisetrapic 
flakes(Photo 'INT10- )q and the mineral is one of the maiii com, -,, onents 
formad during the alteration of :> 
Diffraction patterns corresponding to a mixturo of 
roatarial (Lirnondta, Goethite and Hematite "y er amorphous to poorl. 
Vero charecterist-ics of the upper zone. Also pref3ent, but in very tui-rior 
amount, wero chlorite; rosidual grains of enstatiteg and to a vei7 
vv ýL uartz 
( the quartz isf omnd to be of the extewtq olivine and q 
chaleedoaic I; ype has no obvious erýý'stml structure), 
The proportion of iron o-xides( including, Goethite, 
Ilenlatite &vd Li-, nnite), Which the major part of thc super- 
ficial zonoý decreases with increasing doptil. 
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0 
Mineralogy of the "0' zorto demonaLrate a mixture of sap rolite 
(highýy weathered serpentine) with some iron oxides. Althougrb, Ni. 
Co, and Cr occur in all of the samples no sper. ific mineral 
or these elements has been identified. 
The minercalogy of the deopest or " least weathored Z'onoll 
is mainly sorpentizel peridotito. 
0 
Mineralogy of Now Cftledonian profile in more or less 
same as of L profile. Tho superficial reddish brown layer mostly coni3ist 
of poorly cl7stalline liulonite with some chromite, austatite and very 
rare grains of quartz. 
The proportion of irou oxides( include limonitet goethite 
and hametite) which make the major part of the superficial zone decreases 
with increasing depth. 
No specific minoral Of 14Y Co cw-(l Cr has been identiftede, 
41a 
b 
- 
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0 
Photo No-L Electronmicrograph x 3.4 x 10 
4 Aggregate of goethite :1 
needles. 
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CHAPTER 4 
NEUTRON ACTIVATION ANALYSIS 
A reactor neutron activation technique wan. developed and 
used to determine the submicrogram qu&ntities of gold, platinum, 
iridium and pallaýium in the lateritic ores. The study involved liquid- 
liquid -extraction for chemical serparation of these elements. Subsequently 
nondestructive activation techaique was used -to determine the minor 
and major elements. 
IA brief account of basic activation theory and its application 
to the present work, is p'reaented here. 
4.1.1 DASIC THEORY 
Neutron activation is an elemental analysis tee"Imique based 
on the principle th"t when stable isotopes are irradiated with neutroas 
they may give rise to radioa. eUve products as a result of nuclear 
re, action. The unique charactetstiesq. such as, the balf life and radiatio,: 1 
L- 
spectrun, of the radionuclide. The amount of -induced activity is propor- 
tional to tho mass of isotope present in the original material. 
The disintegration rate "A" induced st the ond of irradiation 
time It 
1 
11 and measured at a subsequent tirte 'It d 11 after the end of 
irradiatign is given by the equation. 
43. 
0 
0.603,1. 'tj/Tý e Oxf N cr e- 
0* 60 'IýlTf ( 
where y6 is tiiý neutron flux (n ýý , Ir'! 
-2 S -1 ) 
, cy- is the activation cross-section of 'lilic tarý:, - t elpment, 
I N is the number of atoms of the tarTet eleniont u, -ider(roim- 
the nuclear reaction and-is given. by 
N 
Nxvxf 
A 
where Na is the Avogadro's constant(G. 02,3 x 10 
23 
aton,, IS/Mol 
) 
v is the weight of the tar-et element (g) 
f is the fractional abundance of a particular isotope of 
the" tarp; et element giving, rise to the particular nuclear reaction. 
As already mentioned, the activity induced is proportional to 
the quantity of element present in the samnle. Thereforeg from 
I 
equatio-. -1(4.1), when other terms and constants are known, hT and 
ultimately iv can bo determined.. Týiis method is I. -Inown as the 
'absolute method. On the face of it procedure appectrs fairly 
straightforuard and simple, but it has its serious drawbacks such 
as: W magnitude ofcr I- - are not sufficiently accuratoly known 
the flux* ma, y vary during the. irradiation period (iii) a self- 
-shieldiarr correction must be worked out or be e3merimentally 
determined or else some orocedure must be adopted to render self- 
-sllieldij; T effects negli,, rilble (iv) the efficiency of the detector .3 .1 
mist be known. 
In view of Vic difficulties gresented by. these factorsq a 
comparative method is preferred to the absolute method. The com- 
-parative nietliod involves. acti. va till- a standlard or co-imrator, 
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containing a known aniowit (111i S) 
the. same conditions as the saiii 
(W ) of the element. The ratio 
of tile elemloat of interest under 
Ole containinrý rtý unlm'oirn. onv. iotmt 
of t1w Ixtivi -tie i, acel i-n the 
sample and in the standard is t- 'ioaftl "") 
', 
ý '; (, ra-U-0 b'k' the 
amount of element present in the sarni-Ae and t'Ae 
wA 
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where A. and Ax are the induced activities in the standard and in 
the sample normalised for decay, etc. As As) Ax and W. are 
measurable quantities, W. can be assessed from equation 
4.2'. 1 Measurement Of Induced Activitv 
The tyPe of activity measuring device depends upon. Vie nature 
and enerfýy of the radiation being detected. The cleterruination of 
activity by beta-counting is, usually, made by different types of 
Geiger 'Mullor cowiters. The G. M. tubes with an end-win. elow are 
generally used wheia the sample is in t1te fon,, ri of precipitate whiefi. 
is mounted on a planchette. In construction , the G. M. coiniter 
is anong the simplest of all radiation detectors. It consists of 
an- earthed -,,. ietallic cylinder with an insulated central wire which 
nliacle thie anoete. The tube is filled with a gas, which is ioDized 
by the inco: i)in(r radiation. It operates in the re-. -ion where an 
a0plied Iii. --, h voltW'"e versus count rate curve 
'or a sam-ple of fixed 
disintep: ration rate yields a plateau. The plateau of a good G.! I. 
tube is grenerally 300 volts long, and increase in count rate with 
Cian T, -, per 100 voltc,, 
45. 
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One of the disadvantwýes of Vie G. counter is the relatively 
ng recovery time before the cow. 0g Aor c, -tn distiwýuis ha successive 
event. One can minimize t1his error by t'; e 's'a"l-ples with 
count rate less than 10,000 , 'ts per i-Aaate. Generally an e. -Aernal 
fixed (lead time, w1vich is ,.?, reater than the naturn. 1 dead ti, T i. ie of 
the tube) i. ýi imposed on Vie counter system. by electronic neans. 
Undejr these 6onditions the observed countincr rate is related to the 
true cowating rate by tlje, - relation: 
NN true '2 
I- No 
where 7- is the electronf, cally imposerl dead time and Nois the 
obs-erved count rate. 
Self -aý ýso t -ýý --A 
OTI 2. qIRLV! =9f- L= 
Another error introduced in beta counting is due to the 
absorption and scatter of partic1es in the sample itself. If 
there was. no soelf absoi: -ption th-e count rate should increase linearly 
with the increasing, tlhiclcnesý, - but after a certain thickness this 
linearity is not maintained and the curve f latens out for very 
thick sa. -. aples. To eli-minate this effect oine may use very thin 
samples or else the correctio-zri- factor should be determined 
experimentally by measuring the count rate of different amomitq 
of oreciiAta, tes maintaining in ea. ch case the sarne c; am-s)Ie goonctry. 
A curve of this tYpe was constructed 'for 
109 
Pd by addinlýý palladitun 
precipitate to a counting tray with fixed circular area(sce 
An end-window type G, 11. counter in conjunction wit'n a PANTAX 
scaling syste, i was u-sed for this nurpose. In the compmrative t! ) 
/ 
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method one can avoid self--absor, )tion correction by insuring 
tha-t the final precipitato from Vie r-, 'ýwnunýlrýrd ,. ), nd tho sample are 
of essentially the same 1,11-delmess mr' c,,. - i -, e ry. 
4.2.2 Gamma ray spe-ýtronieta 
t., 
Gainina r-ay -,, Iea;; ureii,. c-. nt by means of a scin-Lillfttion clotector 
preferred to beta countin,! r, because a number of corrections 
such as self -absorpti on cuid dead time can be a-voided. Also with 
suitable equipment, such as a single channel or- multichannel analyser 
one can determine the count rate for gaiiiiiia rays of selected energy 
in the presence of radiation of (lifferent energy. 
Scintillation detector 
Nal(TI) drystals are the most commonly used qcintillation 
detectors. In these detectors the quantity of light emitted by a 
NaI(TI) crystal is. pr-portional to the amount of energy dissipated 
by the gamma ray in its interaction -with the crystal. A photo- 
I 
multiplier tube is used. to convert the emitted light into an 
electrical pulse which remains proportional to the gamma ray 
energy transfered in the crystal. The pulses froi, a PH tube, are 
amplified and measured using a pulse heigrht analvser. ýI 
Sodium iodide crystals are available in various sizes and 
g ýtl 
is particularly suitable when Vie --eozmotries. A well-type crystr 
sammile is contained in a plastic or polyethylene countin:, 7 tube. 
Cylindrical c-rystals" are useful for any saim-ole gewiietry. A preci- tI: 5 i 
pitate can be conveniently countoil by T)Incim-, the ý)Iancjie 
tt e 1111 (1,7! r 
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the cv. 1indrical crystal. The distance betiveen the source and 
detector can be varied to suit con'tit rUtP. 
Equirment used for activity 
A2 well-Lype Nal detector coupled witj'i PAI single ciwn Ol 
analyser, and a PAKAIW 2x2 cylindrical detecl-or coupled wi th 
800 cliannel (. 1AURD) anafyser, was' used in the -,, )reseiit vioric, 
Single channel analZsex Ut 
From a PANAX single channel analyserg used for part of this 
'work, a high voltage between 200 and 2000 volts can be applied to . 
_the 
PAI tube. The amplifier gain suitable for the measurement can 
be adjusted for amplification factor of 8,169 32 and 64 so that 
gamma ray snectrum from a particular isotope falls wit1iin 100 mv 
on the pulse height dial. The window covers the portion of the 
spectrum between the lower and 'upper discriminators. This system 
allows one to determine gamma ray energies for qualitative analysis. 
Preset time, preset counts and scanning facilities are also provided 
in this system. An energy calibration curve for this analyser 
was constructed using standard' radioactive sources(see fig. 4.2)o 
Multichannel an2, lyler 
The multichannel analyser used in this work ras a Pakard 
'Spectrazoom' wit'ja 800 channel sq togethe. r with a visual display 
system and an integrýator. The inte-grated counts in a , 
-)eak can be 
determined "qy settir'7, the cl'O-iiiel n., vibers on the lovrer and u, ), )er 
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dails of the integrator. The analyser poGsecii; cs a tiwing system 
which permits counting in either of two mc,,, L'es-. in the live timraý 
the timer operates only duriucr tllc, ti,,:, o vrhon ADC N, to Gdgital ap 
converter ) is accepting coautts, with autowutic co. ý, ý, peymiat- for 1. on 
analyser dead time, in the Clock time onodog the timor iptlicatos 
elapsed clock time during operation. 
Semiconductor(Ge Li) Detector 
4etectors are presently the most exitini-Y, - all, er- 
nativc-3 to scintillat. lon detectors. Their most fýtriking fea4ure is 
the resolution , typically at least ten times higher than for Nal .t 
(Tl)q and thus allowing a much more detailod study of complex spectra. 
A futher- advarttage is the fast pulse viso timG(abouf. one nano second, 
Adem. -; 1970). The main shorfe-coining in presontly the small size of 3 
sensitive volivnep reaulting, in a low intrinsic efficiency for gamma 3 
photons of intlemoidiate and-_ ftigh -morgy. The principle of oporatioa 
of such dqtectore is baýically tho, collection of the electric chang. -a 
released in a solid by the absorption of photons or charged particle-, ý* 
I 
Resolut-'e. -al of the sys4, em 
The resolution of a spectrometox is usually expressod in 
percentaget using the ratio of the full width at half hibight 
(FTWJ) 
in the energy unita of the photopeak corresponding to energy E. ,j Cl) 
R= 
x 100 10 
Normally tLe re., golution- for a detection systern is quoted for the 
662 Kev plaotopccak of Cesium-137 and it varios with the gmnma rey 
energy, 
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For a detector the resolution for the 
137 Cm photopeak should be 
ts 
10%. The resolution of our 2-irell-type NaI detector coupled with 
It 
X single chatmel anal-ser and that of 2 . %T cylindrical detectoss 
ooupled With. ml-Iltichar-nel analyser were found to be 121% and 8%, 
respectively. Resolution of Go Li detector used is better than 2.5 Kev 
WHIM) f or the 1., 332 Ifev peak of 
60 CO. 
4.2*3 Photopealc Evaluation 
Covell's method was used for the evaluation of p1hotopeak 
area. Accordingr to thig method the number of counts in the channels 
are represented graphically as rectangti. lar areas. In fig. 4.2A the 
chwmel, witt'h highest counts C0 is represented as n The succeeding 
channels on the low energy side of the peak havo coxwts Ce ctý- 
Ce oe. e. eCe and down the high, e-nergy side they are represented 
3 1" 
by CCk....... Ctj". The summation of counts in all these 
channels shown graphically as total area uai. der the peakq(say) equal 
to A. 
_If 
thiz area A is dividod by, & line connecting the coordinate 
values of C and C9 the area above thp line is A, 1 and area below 
this line in represented by A 2* From fig. 
I 
"VI 1ý1 
- C0 +x: ct 
i 
+>--. c 
irl Itl 
and 
A ts A-A 
(2n - 1). 
( Ce. + Cj,., + (c 4-C 2 Tý (110% 
(c +c 
By Bubstitution 
AC+ +TC c+c 0 ew% i" h IL t, 
The stm-idard devin, tion of this value ic tclven, I)y 
Cr- II hýj 
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cl $4 
-P 
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0 
Channel iiuj: ib(, r 
Evo. luation of a photapeak 
by Covell's method. 
ERRORS ASSOCIATED WITH PRODUCTION AND MEASUREMENT 
OF ACTIVITY 
A number of factors ivere considered to minimize the errors 
in activation analysis a! ýi described below. 
4.3.1 Neutron self -sliieldin!, r,. 
When samples of finite thicluiess are irradiated the neutron 
flux becomes progressively smaller towards the centre because of 
the absorption of neutrons in the outer layers. If the self shielrlinf-,, 
is negligible or occurs to a different degree in the standard as 
compared to the samle, then different silecific activities will 
result and the error in the analysis will be dependent upon the 
difference in two selfshieldin,,, r effects. 
In this work the composition of the standards(for nondestr-act- 
-ive analysis) Was made approximately the savie as that of sarw. -Aes- 0 
therefore, any flux pertitrbationvithin the sample or standard 
should essentially apply equally to bot.,. Hence, it wits concluded 
that the selfshielding effect would not introduce any significant 
error in the analyses. 
4.3.2 Saumle self -absorntion, 
The, self-absorption of provitma, rays iin the sani-)Ye material 
counted should not present any serious error, because this effect 
would be of the same degree iii both Vie standard and 
the sari-ple, 
for their was virtually identical. 
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4.3,3 Tiiuinc, - errors I -, ) 
It is 'lot Possible to count the sample and the standard 
v! ith the same detector Simultancouslyg so a decay correction Is 
necessary. Iloirevery as samples and comparators were counted 
in succession, such orror are very small. 
4.3.4 Geometrical considerations 
It is obviously-essential that samples and comparators. 
should be counted at the sume constant gooraetzy. This was 
achieved by placing the samples a4d standards in a fixed position 
on a perspex plate holder, 
ERRORS ASSOCTATE'D WITH COMITING DATL 
, rou-id correct! on 
4.4.1 Backr 
For af ixed setting oxi an anal ser the back-ground count, y t:; 
rate was recarded before and after the sa. mple cow. -ting. The 
mewis of these counts-vicre kibtracted from the sample couat 
rate, In case of multicharinel analyser, the automatic background 
subtract-ion facility wa. -, ý used. A typical background spectrum 
obtained by using a2x 211 Nal detector, with the multichannel 
is shown in figr. 4.3o 
4.4.2 photopeak shi-ft 
A... -ý -- I 
B,, )cajjsc the inherent nature of electronic; Counting 
syster,,, tllc position of a photo-peak in a gamav, ray spectr(l, " of 
ri-m-1--onuclide may drift f7. 
liv-,, Iitly. 
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This phenomenon is observed particularly at higher count rates. CO 
Consequently, the energy corresponding to a particular channel 
number will vary, In such a situation if two samples have. vj;,, dely 
different count rates the integration of counts between two 
fix-ed chcuinels will not correspond to a fixed energy range basis. 
To minimize such potential error the integration for a given 
spectrwa was perf ormed over a constant number of channelsý the 
integration range starting from a point located at a fixed number 
of chmmels from that with the maximum count rate. Also, the 
integration range was chosen at a vridth to include the entire 
photopeak of interest. 
4.4.3 Dead time correction 
The measurement of a, e-tivitY. was perf ormed. using the live- 
tivie mode of the pulse-height anal. yscr; this permits automatic 
corroction of the count rate for dead time losses* 
4., 4.4 Counting statistics 
Due to the random nature of the radioactive decay process, 
the relative statistical standard error, cr- 9f or the accumulated 
CO, Lmfvsf Nq is given by the equation 
oý = '-ýNý 
/ 
CHAPTER 5 
RADIOIC IlMaCAL ACTIVATION AKUYSIS 
0 
CHAPTER15 
. 
RADIOCHEITICAL ACTIVATION ANALYSIS 
Nonflestructive activation analysis is perhaps the ideal 
method if interference from radionuclidesin(luced, in the sample 
m. -atriýx can be avoiclect. However, in Vie analysis of corv)lex ore 
samples the activities produced from major constituents is likely 
to preclude the direct i3easurement of acti-vities arising from. 
elements , .,? 
resent in the sample in submicrogram quantities. Therefore, 
a cl-temical separation becorries necessary. In such a case, the sample 
is dissolved after being irradiated and then-various constituents 
are separated 'by preciqitaýion, ion exchange, solvent extraction or 
by some other appropriate chemical method. The isolation. of the 
radionuclides of the desired elements, is com-niZmly me. de using isoto-Ac 
carriers. The* carrier method involves t1he addition of a kno-mi awo-wit 
of inactive stable elei-acat to the solution of irradiated m-aterial 
to serve as a carrier of the radionuclide throucrhout the subsequent Z-5 
separation sten,. q. The use of carriers permits ordinary analy-tical 
manipulations on a m. illigram scale. Aforeoverafter the addition of 
Vie carrier, tile chemical separation need not be quantitative. The 
weiglit -of the final isolated carrier can be obtained by graviynetrically. 
or by tol. orimetry, titrimetry etc. 
The chernical yield of the se, mration. is Jetermined by 
the -vrei7ht of the ele-, -aent obtained after the che-tical separation to 
, 
lit of the carrier clement adJed. c., learly separation me-thods t i-, evei! -r cýq 
giving 100 % yielcl ý4, ro preferable. Illowe'ver, in nost ca, -; ev, Viis ca-mot 
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Table 
Target 
nuclide 
5.1 Nuclear 
-. ', ýatural 
(I ail c P. abw 
data for precious metals. 
The mal Product Hal-f life neyfroZ 
ac va k 3L ý iot nuclide 0 C 110 9.9- SeC proSuct 
TfTi -or 
radiations 
e-ii t'ved (': 'ev) 
197 Au 100 98.8 198 Au 84.8 h h. 962 nax 
Y 0.412 
191 
Ir 38.5 750 
192 Ir 74.2 d jO .67 
Y). 296 
0.3 083 (3 O,,, q) 
0.317 1 
0.4,68(49/01 
(f. "'thers) 
193 
1r 61.5 110 
194 
Ir 18.0 11 12.24 max 
Y 0.328 (H), b) 
(Others) 
107 Ag 51.35 35 
108 Ag 2.4 111 Al. 64 max 
Y 0.632 (1,7/ 
109 
Ag 48.65 89 
110 
Ag 24.4 q 
i-2.87 
max 
y0. '-') 58 k/ 4 
103 
Rh 100 1 44 
104 
M 1, 
43.0 P 2.44 
. - 0.5 6 
11 
104 Rhý 11 4.43 m P0.50 
051 (4- 
190 
pt 0.01 7 150 
191 pt 3.0 d 
1921)t 0.78 14 
19"1 pt 500 y 
2 
193 "" pt 3.5 d 
k0thers) 
'A * 
196 
Pt 25.2 - 0.9 .1 
197 Pt 20.0 9 p 0.67 max 
Y 0.077(2) ! '7) 
197 
pt 111 
85.0 n, 8 (L -73 7 in 0.05 
y 0.34G ( 
(Others) 
Pt 7.19 4.0 
199 
Pt 30 1.69 
v0 1- 
fM 14.1- s 3 
continu. c on na, -ý, c 
102 Pd 0.96 4.8 
103 Pd 17.5 d Very weakYI-rays, 
of 0.2979 0.362 
0.498 Mev. 
106 Pd 27.3 0.29 
10 7 Pdm ' 21.3 s Pd X-rays, o-J! 
log 109 Pd 26.7 12.0 Pd 13.5 h PI. 028 max 
Y Ag X-ray 
0.088(5; `ý with 
109 AM 9 
0.2 109 Pd M 4.7 m YPd X-rays 
. 1! 
rigi ýO 0 -38(, _`ý) 
110 
Pd 11.8 0. 
.2 Pd 22 m 
i2.2 niax I 
Several if eak 
gamina rays 
m 0.04 Pd 5.5 h /3 2.0 jjj,, LX 
eak framma- 
rays 
0 
S 
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be achievedg because of the numerous separation steps and the 
necessity of speed where short lived radionuclides are concerned. 
The effect of chemical yield incorporated in equation( 4.2) 
gives 
ya 
where Y and Y' are the chemical yields of the element froa tho 
comparator fuid the samplep respectively. 
51111 Neutron activation analysis of trace quantities of mold 
-inum., irf. diuui and palladii-un,. 
The purpose of this pax-G of the project was to develop an 
accurate and rapid, radioactivation method to determine trace 
quantities of goldg platinum. iridium end palladium in geological 
samples. The samples used for this purpose were Nickeliferouts 
Latorite ores. 
The feasibility of neutron activation analysis for these 
elements in a given sample can bo, -...,. ý, certained from a consideration 
of their nuclear properties. A 13ist of the stable nueliaea of the 
elements of interest and of the radionuclides produced through 
(n, y) reaetian is given in tablej5-1- From the nuclear data given 
in the table it can be deduced that the radionuclides most 
198 197 194 192 
appropriate f or the analyses are Au,,., Pt, Irv Irv and 
10 Of -1 Pd. 'Thr-, use of short lived radiot.. sotopes c&,. u be ruled out due 
to J. 1le time, rcqllired for radiochemical separations and from the 
fact that the radiochemistry was performed at a considerable 
distance krom i-llhe nixelear reactor. 
50L 
198 
1.37 
0 
13 
-ýQ, 291,0, '/ Iý ý-'- "-I. 
09!.! ov. 
0.41 
Fig. 5,1 The decay sclie-me of Au Cn 0 
loo 
0.690 - 
0.580 
0.489 
0.206 
1.20 Alev 
0.921 
0.785 
0.61.2 
0.3178 (2L 
192 
192 Pt(Stable) 
Os(Stable) 
60 
1) 
197pt(, 
0.47(1"') 
0.48 (9") /0 
0.279 0.67(90/%) 
0.268 
0.077 
19 7 Au(Stable) 
Fig. 5*3 The decay scheme of 
197pt 
109 
Pd(13.5 h) 
"7)ý 
1.03(99.97%) 
logAgm (40 0.088 
1 09Ag(Stable) 
Fig. 5v4 The decay scheme of 
109 Pd 
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0 
5*2.1 Measurement of mA. ioantivity 
The decay scheme of Platinurn-197 is shown in figure 5.3. 
This isotope decays by AVemiMsion to stable grold-197. The maximum 
, 
O-ray energy is 670 Kevq so a G. H. counter can be used coavewlently 
provided that radiochemical purity is achieved. The gamma ray spect- 
197 
rum of Pt is largely determined-by low energy radiation, namely 
gamma rays of 77 Kev and 191 Key and Au X-rays. In the present 
work gamma spectrometry could not be used because of the low activity 
from samples and the high background in this energy region. Thus 
an attempt was made to achieve highpurity of platinum and use a 
G. M. counter. 
Palladium-1099 with a half life of 13.5 hq decay by, 4-emission 
( see fig. 5.4 ) to a metastable state 
109Agm. The latter de-excites 
by IT with a half life of 40 seconds to stable 
109 Ag, with the emission 
of 88 Kev gamma rays* Since the half life of the parent is much greater 
than that of the daughter nuclideq secular equilibrium is establis4- 
ed in the system, the effective half life being that of the parent, 
109 13*5 h Pd. For the measurement of activity ýG-counting was con- 
sidered to be most suitable because the activity of Palladium-109 
induced in the samples was too low for the measurement of 88 Kev 
gamma rays, (silver-109m) in the presence of high background in thim 
low energy region. 
Natural crold is monoisotopic and by (nqY) reaction it give rise t2p 
to 64.8 h 
198Au. The decay scheme of gold-198 is-quite simple 
(see fig. 5.1 ) ond it mn W seen that the gamma spectnun shows esse- 
ntially only one photopeakq corresponding to a 'j(-energT of 412 Kev. 
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The gamma spectra produced on activation-of the sample (L) shows 
the 412 Kev photopeak distinctively. These spectra were obtained 
ay with the N . 1. 
(2 well type detector coupled to a PANAX single 
channel analyser and a2 
to 
x2 
it 
detector coupled to a multichannel 
analyser(fig. 5.5 - 
)q respectively. Interference with measure- 
ment of the iatc, ý-, Udty of' the peak ccui, arise from other activities 
induced in the ., ýample From the nuclear data for Pt, it can 
be inf er-red V,. at activit-ics produced froin this element are ver-y 
minute under the itradiation conditions employ-ed; none of the' Pt 
redioistopes gamma ra; y-s of . -energy close to 412 Kev except 
199 Pt and 
199Ptm 
which ha-ve half lives 'of 30 minutes and 14.1 
seconds, res, pectively. The activity, due to these isotopes, can be 
allowed -to decay away before counting the Gold-198 activity. In 
any case the activities induced are. negligibleg because of the. 
small cross-sectiont low isotopic abundance and low gainwa ray 
abwiaances. Interference from the'reaction sequence 
")aPt(., 
197 Pt 
197 Au(n, Y) l93Au is negligible as the amovmt of 
y small because the Platinumý-197 produced from Platinum-196 is ver 
cross--section(O. 9 b) for this reaction is small. 
From a consideration. of the data in table ( 4.1) it appears 
192 194 that Ir and Ir should be the suitable radionuclides for the 
determination of iridium. It would have been convenient if the 
shorter lived 
194 Ir i-sotope could have been used for analysisq 
but its gamma abundance is low. A waiting period of a few days 
is required to allow the 
194 Tr to decay away before a measurement 
of cctiv-. L*fy. Iridiiihm-192 has its plaot-opeaks at 317 and 468 
Key. 
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593al Interfering, nuclear reactions 
For the activation analysis of trace elementsq a high 
aemsitivity can be attained by using large neutron f lumes and 
long irradiation tiluese Howeverg the irradiation in a high neutron 
flux presents inherent problems. Under high neutron flux conditions 
some second order nuclear reactions can cause significant inter-- 
ference in the analysis of trace elements because they can yield 
the measured nuclide fr. om elements other th&n that of interest. 
Second order interf exence could arise through processes of the type 
L A+I X(n, Y) 7x 
X (n, Y) X 
Z Z+l 
A+I A+2 
Z., X (ne 
Y) Z-1 X 
Thiisq if an element Z+l X or Z-1 
X is to be determined in a sauayple 
matrix containing a large amount of- z X9 the above kind of reac-Uoa 
may add significantly to the amount of radionuclide actually formed 
frow. the olement being determined. Ricci and Dyer 1964 
) calcul 
lated the interference for 23 cases as a fimetioa of irroAiation 
time. A compilation of second order interference is also gi, ven by 
Op de Beek( 1970)9 
Another problem that may arise with high neutron flux 
irradiations is the. possible occurrence of threshold rc, -. ctions 
induced by fast neutrons. This is particularly, important where 
irradiatio" is done in a reactor position of low eadmium ratio. 
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The threshold reactions can produce 
AX 
and 
JLX from a Z-1 Z-2 
X parent by (%p) and (nja-e) reactions which mi-ght cause serious z 
interference in the activation analysis. As such reactions-usua- 
lly have very low cross-sectiong they may frequently be neglected 
when the flux has a high thermal: fast ratio. 
It appears from the composition of the samples that none 
of the major elements in these rocksis adjacent to the elements 
of interest in the peri odic table; thus secend order interferences 
are not of significance in this work. Calculations show that thresh- 
old reactions are also unimportant particularly as the samples were 
irradiated in-amell thermalized region of the reactor. 
5o4.1 Detection sensitivities 
The minimum detectable amowit D of an element can be cal- 
culated by the relation: 
De A 
grs Dý6. f 
where At is the minimum detectable amount of radioactivity which 
is related to the background of counting equipment, the confidence 
level required and the counting time, is the macroscopic 
activation cross-section per gram of the element, S is the saturatio-n 
0.693 x ti factor given by I- exp k---T 
1/2 
), D is the decay 
factory ý, Is the over-all counting efficiency of the detectorp 
is the 
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absolute abiuidance of the radiati. on measured and -aL is the 
thermal neutron f lux. 
Now if 91 is the -total countinrr rate(source plus back, '., rrround 
and a2 is the baclp. ), round co-witing rate, the riet cowit rate of the 
If aI has been measured during tinno tI and a2 durinp,, t. , the 
statistical error in the evaluation of net activity is given by 
a 23 
where k is the confidence level'renuired. 
The activity from the radioactive source will be detected 
if the net counting rate is higher than the statistical error given 
by the equation(7.3) which is then, equal to the mi. ni-mum iletectable 
activity, ' i. e. 
a, a2 
Ak -ý + 
(5.4) 
ti t2 
At the limit of detection a, , a,, and 
t, can be taken equal to 
t2 or tI=t2 : -- t. 
therefore, relation(7.4) becomes 
N20,, -) Ak 
.T 
f-, 
t 
and equation(7.2) can be written iii t1he fori-ii 
k2a Dt 
/t 
3Df 
ivillich crives the minimun a, ýlount of elerieut that can be detected tn 
66, 
under a. certain set of conditions. 
The detection sensitivities, of the clenients of interest were 
calculated using the nuclear data listed in'table 5.1. Irradiation 
period of 14 liours at a thermal f lux of 2.5 x 10 
12 
n S- 
I 
cm -2 was 
a ssumed and a decay period of 20 'hours before counting. The counti-imn- 
6fficiencies of 10 % for a gaminct counter and 10 % for a beta detector 
was assumed. Tfie cowitin, f,, time was taken arbitr, -,. rily equal to 10 
minutes and constant Ic wavs taken equal. to 3 (99.7 % confidence level). 
The baclqrround of gamma spectrion, oter in our laboratory is shown in 
fig. 5,5ý The background cotuitin7 rate in the energy interval for 
the 412 Kev photopeak of Gold-198 was about 40 com and for the 31.7 
Kev photopeak of i ridixua-192. was, -, 50 epm. For the bete, cotmter, 
the backgrowid was taken equal to 20 counts per minute. The results 
of the calculations are shown in table 5.2 - It must be eým,. -ý)haslzed 
that the ininimiun detectable amount of elements s1iown are theoretically 
derived values and are merely indicative of the relative detection 
limits of the elements involved. The actual experimental sensitivities 
depend mainly on the chetuical, separation and activity measurements 
associated uith the analysis. 
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OWERIM124TAL 
595*1 Preparation of saýupjes and standards for irradiation 
The samples analyzed in this Tiork were in the form of fine 
povde. r* About 0.4g - sam2las of material were accurately weighed 
into silica irradiatiOn -bubes of 4ium internal diameter and fitted 
with pure aluminium caps. 
A co-Wardtor was prepared by weighing out 0.1cm 
3- 
aliquots 
-of freshly diluted standard solutions of the individual noble metals 
into a silica ampoule of 4, MM--iiiternal diameter. The ampoule was 
sealed with a burnerg the lorer part being kept cool. 
The samples and comparators -were packed togather vith silica 
wool in-a. standard seew-top aluminium isotope cans: four sami-Aes 
of lateritic -ore and two composite standards were the usual content. 
t 
5.6.1 Irradiation 
The sanrples analysed in this investigation were irradiated 
in. the research reactor IIIERAIDt at the Atomic Ifeapoxis Research 
EstablisIment, Aldormastong vaid they were usually with af lux of 
2.5 x 10 
12 thermal neutroxis cm -2 s -1 . After irradiation for ten 
hours, the samples were allowed to decay overnight before delivery 
to our laboratory for radiocliemical processing. 
Madiation level at' I meter frotu the surface of the irradiated 
can was usually 2.5 to 3.5 mR. 
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597*1 ANALYTICAT., PROCIL'sDURE 
. 
Outline 
The radiochemical orocedure is su,,, wvrizeA in the flo"T 
diagram shoun in f 
41.9.5.6. It involved hoaluiiý,; wit'i 'Na 202 to attack 
the rock sam. ples. Isotopic carriers and holdback carriers -were 
employed. Su'ýSequeut separations giving radiochemical puritl. y Of 
the elements of interest were based primarily on liquid-Equid 
extractions and precipitations. 
REAGENTS 
Au- carrier 10 mg / cm 
3 in cone. HCI' 
3 
Pt carrier 10 mg cm ill cone. IICI 
Ir carrier 10 mg/ cran 
3 
in cone. IIC1 
Pd carrier 10 mg/ em 
3 in cone. IIC1 
Ag carrier 20 mg/ em 
3 
as AgNO 3 
IICI : cone. 
HC I: 6M 
IICI : 4M 
TIC I: 2.911 
HC1 : 1.4, Af 
licl 
. 0. rýill 
HNO conc. 3 
Oxalic acid 
HD: 0.5M in lieptape 
Diethylether : Saturated with 6'. 1 IICI 
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Fig. 5,6 
Irradiated sa mple 
Na 202 fusion 
followed by aqua regia 
and 11C1 di. gestion 
Solilble 
Au, lr, Pt, Pd 
etc. ill 61.1 IICA 
Ether extraction 
Au + Impurities 
in organic pliase 
-I 
Purification and 
precipitation of 
gold 
0 
4 
sla, g 
tqIr and Pd + Impurities 
n aqueous phase 
DTISO extraction 
V- 
Pt IIr an(ý Pd in 
organic phase 
Back extraction with *H 20 1 
--- 
Aqueous phase 
discarded 
Pd in 
Forýr_, 
anic nha 
I 
so-] 
Extraction with 
aqueous Ile 2 
N1, I 
F-- 
J- 
Pd in aqueous Or(--ani c 
-phase aSe 
Puri f 3L crati on and 
precipitation of 
Pd 
Ir and Pt in 
aqueous phase 
Purification viitA 
MID 
Addition of m. ercur7)r chloride 
Ir in aqueous 
p as 0- 
Addition of 
NaBr + TCI + 
inercur-1cliloride 
sIur ry 
Ir procinit"tte. 
Ignition alld, 
of 
Pt orecipitate 
Purif i'Cati oil 
and ignition 
of Pt 
Ir 
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Dimetilylamine(Ife2NII) : 10 
Dimetilylglyoxime :1% in othanol 
Na 202: poiv(ler 
Mercurous nitrate : solid 
NaBr : solid 
& solidN KI : 
Br 2 in conc. IICI 
Tric'liloi-oethane (, rcr,, ) 
Di-n-heptyl sulplioxide(DIISO) : IM in TCE (tile sulphoxide was 
synthesised by the m-ethod of Ilorris and I, elris68 
Procedures for oronaration and standci. rdization of carrier- solutions 
r, Gold 
Dissolve one jrrarq of pure gold in aqua regia and evaporate 
almost to dryness. Add three 5 cm 
3 
portions of cone. IICI and 
3 
evaporate each ti. me to low bul1c. Trartsfer to a 100 cin volw-aetric. 
flask and fill up to the mark with conc. 101 to make a solution with 
.3 a concentration of ca. 10 mg of gold per cm. 
For standardization pipette I cm 
3 
of the carrier solution into 
a 100 cm 
3 beaker and make it to 50 cm 
3 
with . 
61*1 IICI. Extract the 
3 
gold three times witli 10 cia portions of di ethyl ether 
(T) revi ously 
11 15 C--I 
3 
saturated with W! TICI). Evanorate the organic plia-se 1-. -W of 
5% o-.,. alic acid solution by heati. -irr on a steam bath at 70 --- 809" 
for 10 ini-nutes. Filter the gold nrecipitate onto all -,. silic-s. _q 
, tVash 
the T ith 11'U19 then Ivith III n-d filter precinitste Wx I 
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then wi. th ethanol. Ignite it in a weighed silica crucible at 8500C. 
Platinum(I-V) 5.8.2 
To prepare platinum carrier solution, dissolve Ig of . )ure 
platinum vic-tal in aqua re, 4. riaý remove nitrate ions by repeated 
evaporation to dryness with conc. TICI. Take ut, ) the final residue 
in cone. TICI Mid make it to 100 ciij in a volumetric flask to yield 
3 
a solution containing 10 mr of platinwi per cul. 
33 Pipette I cm of carrier solutioll into a . 
250 cm beaker, 
reduce the solution to low bulk and take up in 2.91M IICI to a to'IPal 
67 
of ca. 50 cm. Add freshly --irepared. mercury chloride slurry and boil 
the solution for 10 minutes. Collect the precipitate on ati ashless 
filter paper and wash witIt *2 % IICI. Place the precipitate in a 
weighed silica crucible and ignite in a muffle furnace for 1.5 hours. C) C: ý, 
cool I-jlhe crucible -to room temperature in a desiccator and vveigh. 
5.803 Iridii-tu(IV) 
, 
Dissolve 2.296 g of (N"'4)2 ir C16 '11 cone. IICI and evaporate 
to loir bulk. Take up in cone. HCl and transfer to a 100 cm 
3 
3 
volumetric flask. Make the solution upto the 100 em mark with 
3 
cone,, IICI to give a solution containing 10 mrr of iridium. per cm.. 
33 Pipette I cLu of carrier- SOILItiOll into a 250 cm bealýer. 
Reduce Vie solution to low bul! c and, -,, ilake it to 100 cm 
3 
wi th 2.911 
HCI. Add 10 g of NaBr and 5g of KI. Boil the solution aad add an 
excess of mercury 
I 
chloride slurry. D-)iI witil the colour changes 
from brown 'Go black. Allow the precipitate to settleg filter it 
I itt 8'10 
0C a-ad reduce in a olito an a-shless filter - t,:, ý uýI 
rw 
14 
0 
hydrogen atinosqherý. at 8000C in a wei. (,, cru. cible. Cool 
the- crucible in a desiccator aii*d 
5o 8*4 Palladiýn(T 
. _TJ 
The procedure f or preparvo- the plal- q 
is exactly sitailar to t1hat for gold and platin-, vi. 
Standaýdizationcan be accomplisliel, "by ; )reci)itation of NI 
with dimethylgr1yoxime. Dilute I cm 
3 
of Palladium carrier solution 
to 100 cM3 in a 250 em 
3 beaItcer and cool in a ice--bvth. Add 00 
dimethylglyoxime solution(in ethanol) dropirise. The suspension of 
palladium dimethylglyxoniateg Pd(C Iff NýO Allow it f=31 47 2)2 7 is obtained 
to stand for 20 minutes and then filter it in a weighed sintered 
glass crucible. Wash the precipitate with water and then with -95 
alcohol. Dr the precipitate to a constant iveight A ILIA 0Ci 11 all Y LI 
oven, cool to room temperature in a desiecator and wei,, -rh. 
56901 Sequence of radio-chemical angly-ds 
As the 13.5 hours 
109 Pd and 20 hours 
197 Pt have. much shorter 
half lives than the Gold--198 and Tridium-1929 the so-paro. tion of 
palladium and platinirn from, Vie irradiated samples was perfor-ae, -'l 
first. The next separation vras that of gold. The isolation of 
192 
Ir was left to the last because of the lon, 17 
half life. 
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YLki)TOCITEMICAT, P. TlOrC'lTr)URE 
5.10.1 Sani-Ae dissolution and carrier addition 
Remove the alu:, linillr-I Cal) from the irradiation tube an(l 
transfer t'llie. activated rock sample into a nicircel crucible. Add 
5g of 'To 0 ' '2 2 powder and mix thorou. ý. ), Idy. Cover t!, e mixture with 
a thin layer of sodium oeroycide t, )owler. Place the lid on the 
crucible and heat at 480 --- 500 
0C in a muffle furnace for 1-2 
minutes. Remove the crucible froz-1 Vie furnace and cool it by 
immersiacr the outside walls in a Vealker of water. Detach the cooled L. ) 
31 
sintered calce from the crucible -and transfer it to a 250 cri bea<er 
containing 
33 
each of Au, Pt, Ir and. I cm 
3 
of silver 
,, 
I Pd 92 cm 
carrier solutions; cover the beaker immediately with a ratcla glass. 
Ad-d ca. 5 cm3 of cone. IICI to the crucible and loosen any fivIlierincr ri 
material by scraping with a glass rod. Heat it for a few i-, iinutes 
and transfer Vie acidic solution to the. beaker containing the 
sin-tered cake and carrier solutions. Rinse the crucible with a 
small rwraouiit of water and add this to the coxitents in the beaker. 
Evaporate to low bulk. Add ca. 15 cm 
3 
of anua reýria an. d eva,, )orate A 
3 
almost to dryness on a hot plate. Add 10 cm portions of cone. 
I-ICI and reduce to F-viall bulk. Tetce'up the residtie in 10 em 
3 
of Gill 
IICI and filLer off silica. Reject the silica to active waste. 
pi- 5*10.2 tdjocli. iernical se; )arations 
(1) Fromn the fi-nal -9,3111tion obtvd-rie(l it), obove procellure extract 
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gold three times successively with 10 c. 1-a 
3 
po*rtioas off diethylether 
(previously 
saturated with GMA -,. ncl retain the or,. r ani c 
layers for gold purification. 
(2) Extract platinuni, iridiurn and palladliu--i fr, ). i t-, - k' aqueous plinse 
with three 10 em 
3 
portions of VA in T, ", ' 
solution, The sha'cinfr process should not last more V,, -ý. n one 
(3) 
. 
Extract*back T)Iatiiiui. -q and iridium into aqueous solution wit1h, 
four successive 10 cm 
3 
portions of 1120. The palladium(with im! )urities) 
is left in the orr,, anic phase. 
(4) To remove the base metals from the aqueous phase, extract with 
two successive 10 cm 
3 
portions of 0.511 IED in heptane(shake it gently). 
Retain the aqueous phase for platintun and iri(Tium purificat. Lons. 
Pa II ad i um 
In ste-p(3), palladium is left in the DIISC-rbase. Strip tb. is 
organic p. liase three tinies with. 10, Ci-. q 
3 10 lo Me2M. Discard Vie 
r 
organic layer. Aci -dify the aqueoijs solution with IICI and aId I cm3 
of silver carrier solution(20 ing of Ap, cm -3 ), Filter and discard- 
the precipitate of AgCl. To the filtrate add dropwise I% DI,, IG in 
ethanol to precipitate palladium. Centrifuge and discard the 
supernatant. Dissolve Pd-rlyox imate mrith I cl, 
3 
of aqua rerria ai-id 
evaporate to dryness. Add 2 cm 
3 
of cone. TICI and reduce to low 
bulk. Re-, )eat IDA ail. -I C 
solution and warm to 
TICI and extract gold 
3 
ition and evanoration. Add I cn, of Au-carrier 
reduce to low- bulk. Ta'ý, e u7-.. in 10, cm 
3 
of 611 
three ti. 7ies with'10 cm 
3 
portions of diethy. 1 
-ether 
(previ o as ly saturated with 6" IICI). Discard Vie oro, nic II 
Eva')o Aie aoueoup, P7-mse to Iow I)UI'C and tr Uý) n . rate 
t- t". i 
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50 cm of 0.511 IICI. Add 1 7o' INIG in to repreci-)itate- 
pallacliunt. Centrifuge and disca r, -I th- the 
precipitate twice with sriall portion,,, vtr. ier v,. iA,. LLj',,. cn tvdco with 
95 % ettianol. Slurry the precilAtate witli ", )5 /"o ei'Iýmiol- on to a 
weighed aluiinium counting tray by usia, -, C--) a 
tran, ý-; -ioc ! AnotAe. ýJzl. 'Ce 
sure that the distribution of the -proci,, Atate on Vic cf)-, t. - J, ra- Y 
is uttiforia. I; ry under an infra-red lam, -) at 110 
0 C, cool and v,, f?, Lr,,, h 
to obtain the chemical yield. 
Platinirn 
Reduce the solution, from step(4), to a loir bulk and add 2.9'&1 
. 
11CI 
- 
to make the volwie ca. 50 cm? Aad 1 CM3 Ag-carrier. Filter and 
discard the precipitate of AgCl. Boil the solution and add frostily 
prepared mercury chloride slurry. Boil the solution for 10 winutes 
and collect the precipitate on a filter T)a!. -) er. Dissolve Vie prec. 4- 
-pita-te with hot brominwted cone. TIC]. into a clean bea. 'rer. Elvapora-lue 
33 
the resulting' solution to ca. 2 cm and dilute to 50 cra with 2.91! 
I 
IIC1. Relpreci-, pitate platinum with further freshly pre-j? ared mercury 
chloride slurry. Filter the precipitate on an ashless Whatman No. 
I 'lie addition The slurry of wercury chloride can be prepared by LO 
of dilute ITCI to a holt solution of mercury nitrate in dil. nitric 
acid; wash the j, )reci; )itaLOo of : mercury 
I 
chloride by decantation with 
distilled water until free froin acid. Tt should be used with a little 
water as send-f luid oixture. 
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541 filter pr tper and witli liot 2 enA, fj'o rPcin 
in porcelain cmicible in a fu,. i(, to I .. ml Vie 
paper and volatilize mercury. Then it, u.; ill ýI an 
electric i-.. iuffle furnace. Transfer Vie to 
aluminium cotuiting tray and determine the cho-vical, 
Gold g> 
Gold was extracte(I with dietl-kylether in step 1. Wash the 
organic phase three times with 10 cm3 portions of 1.411 jRCI and 
discard the washes. To the organic phase add 20 cm3 of 5% oxalic 
acid solution and heat on a water bath at 70 --80 C till the whole- 
of the organic layer has evaporated. F ilter the gold preci-pitate 
using an ashless filter paper. Wash it with 441 IICI an (I then wit], 
0'. 1 H20 and etltianol. Ignite in a weighel. silica crucible ,A 800 Cool 
and transfer the crold Metal to a iveimbed al-w-iiinium tray for activity 
measurements; determine the yierld-by wei,, Iiiii, -,. 
Iridiuju 
After the precipitation of platinumliriditua is left in the 
solution. Reduce the solution to low bulk and make to 100 Cm witi, 
2.9M TIC1. Add 10 g of NaBr and 5g of KI. Boil the soluttJon and 
Y chloride slurry. Boil it add excess of freshly, prepared me . rcux7 
I 
until the colour chang-es from brown to I)Iac7, -. Allow the precinitate. 
to settle and filter it on a Whatnion. 'ITo. 541 ashless filter -paper. 
of-4 
Ignite in. a silim c-rucible in a muffle furnace at 800 ,, and then, 
reduce in ct, hydro-, on at-. iost-iliere at 800 
C. Tnansfor Vie iritlii-u-i 
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metal to a weighed co-Luiting tray for measure. nipnt of activity and 
chemical yield. 
5.10.3 Procedure for irrot-diatpri coý'r-mratorq 
Break the ampoule containing irradiated standards and trans- 
-fer the contents to a 250-cm 
3 
beaker containin. -T, carrier solutions. 
Rinse out the ampoule several times with water and transfer to the 
same. beaicer. Iteduce thý,, solution to low bulk and take up in 10 Cm 
3 
of 6M HC1. Extract gold ivith diethylether and evaporate with 5 
oxalic acid to give a; gold precipitate. 
The 'procedure for the extraction and purification of platinumy 
iridium and pý411adium standards is- exactly the satme as for samples 
14) is not needed except that the IED treatment in stepk 
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ERROR COMIDEMATICNS 
Various. errors associated witll'a neutron activation analysis 
have beer. discussed by Smale(1957). Plumb mad and 
Morris(1962). Some of these errorap especially those concerning, 
with the radiochemical activation analysis, were not discussed ir. 
0 
chapter4 and are considered below. 
(1) Flux inhomogeneities 
The unperturbed flux in a reactor may be expected to be 
fairly constant under irradiation conditions although a spatial 
flux gradient may exist in the vicinity of an irradiation position. 
This flux gradient can be quite large particularly near the reflector. 
Thus a sample and a comparator activated simultaneously in adjacent 
zC 
., 
nitude, qý resultiixg positions may,,, exposed to f luxes of dif f erent in. 
in an error when a comparison of ifiduced activities is made. To 
avoid such an'error, in this investigation,, the samples and comp. ... 
arators were packed closely together to minimize the gap between 
them to less than one cm. 
(?. )' Neutron self-shieldingr 
Neutron selfshielding effects are unimportant in the 
application of the activation method to the analysis of &n 
"average 
rock" ( Morris 1964 ). Furtherm. ore,, the comparators used were 
in 
microgram quantities,. the neutron attenuation of-such 
dilute 
samples would certainly be negligible. 
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Sample weights 
Tho 0.4 g samples of lateritic ore were weighed to an 
accuracy of 0.01 mg. Since the concentration levels of trace 
elements calcinlated from the analysis were rounded off to two 
significant figures due to other error considerations, the un- 
--certainty in the weight of sample did not have any considerable 
influence on the experimental. results. 
(4) Interfering nuclear reactions 
The ef f ec. t of - dif f erent interf cring reactions baizi alrea(ýy 
been discussed in section 5.3.1 and also in connection with the 
results. 
Determination of chemical yield 
In the gravimetric detemination of chemical yield factors 
for goldý platinum and iridiumq the precipitates weighed generally 
more than 15 mg. An error of less than o. 6'1'o' due to the -, veighing was 
observed. The palladiiun dim ethyl glyoxi mate precipitates weighed 
generally ca. 20 mg. An error of less than 0.4 was accepted. 
(6) Gamm% Eý, y spectromet 
Gomparative measurements made by comparing the areas of 
corresponding photopeaks in the two gomma ray energy spectra are 
also liable to xmcertainticsý particularly when the pea. 
k or peaNs 
of interest are located in the region of 
the spectrum having a C) 
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Cotupton. and Brems. strahl-wig continuum. Altliou. crli the Compton and 
Brems, stahlung background can be subtracted f rom the pealc area by 
creating a base line across the minima on either side of the peak, 
the method sti II 
., 
have its uncertainties. Even with ci)mpater 
techniques, it is generally accepted that gmanii: na ray spectrornetr7 
gives an inherent error of 5 Krug, -6r, 1971). 
In the light of above consideratlons of error it is wpparent 
that the uncertainties in the results of this activation anal. 7sis 
are caused mainly by unavoidable factors inherent in the mcMiod. 
hereas the errors due to the chendcal manipulationsg like sample 
weigh. ing, aliquot sam linrrg etc., were never more than 0.6 %. The 
error con-Itribution of activity measurements aloneg varied betueen 
I and 5 %. In the particular case of determination of-r, )latinu;, i, the 
0 statistical error of countingr contributed 8ignUicitatI7 to the 
overall error. 9 of the-results. 
Precision and accuraa ofresults 
Often the -precision is estimated from the countinr.,. stati-stics, but 
it is also suggested t1hat a more- realistic way of. deter-mining the t:: y t--, 
precision of a technique is to analyse relolicate samples and compute 
1 -1. the precision directly frona 
t 
Alie results thus obtaine( 
Thi s 
I T)rocedLrre prU. 
u-, )poses the eýzistance of a honiogreneous swiple to be 
analysed in replicate since U-te precision t1livs obtained inclu. cles P 
errors due to the se,,, npling in addition to t1he errors 
inlierent ii,. 
the analyticalL method. In this rorfc the qtandard 
deviations were 
-, 
: -, 1! 7, cy at I-east 
four re-. )Iicat(-s. 
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RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
The results obtained from activaticý,.., (,, f gol(Ig platinum, 
iridium and nilliadjurn in Lateritic Nichol-(orc, are mivcn in u 
tables 5.3-5,12 . These tables Shows the rew-ilts r; f inAividual analyses, 
together_ with the average value and, standard deviation of the mean. 
Anaj. yid-s for gold 
Fig. 5.7 shows a Y--speetrum of 
198Aty. 
extracted from sample(LI), 
The promincut 412 Kev photopeak was used in the ineasurcrients of g0ld 
content. The decay curve shown in fig. 5.8 demonstrates the high 
radiocheinical purity attained. by this procedure, Chemical yields 
obtained for gold were generally better than 80 % (varying between 75) 
and 90 %)* 
Analysis for Platinum 
PlatipLum-197 activity was d-otermixied by B-counting, becaiuse t1he 
count rate 'was low and it was difficult to i,, -zeas-are 77 Kev gamma peak 
in the presence of the higher background. The, decay curve shown in 
f ig. 5.9 gives lialf lif e of 19.2 hours and indicates that af airly 
good radioelliowical purity has. been achieved, The average chemical 
yield obtained. by the procedure was approximately 80 percent. 
Analysis for iridiunt 
trum of iridiuj-a from sample is conTared with that A ga.,, lina spec 
of an iridium stand%rd in 5.1(l To construct the decay curve of 
192 
iridium, s&hlple cour., tin. p, ý using tho 317 Kev peak of Ir was done tý 
i,,, o horný 01-i t, ý, () first day of scpara-tion, - eve ryy t-- 
89 
then every day up to a week and aftemardsonce a week over a period 
1 
0 CI monIhs. The average chemical yield for iridiumq obtained by 2 
the procedure, amounts to ca. 84 %, and --varl ed bet-cen 87 and 92 jo. A. V" -_; 
Anabrsis for Palladium 
. 6f 
Beta activity of 
109 Pd was measured with an end-window G. M. 
counter and decay curves were taken (doe fig. 5.11). The curves demon- 
strated the absence of my significant contamination. No interference 
from 22 min 
ill Pd was expectedg since the time spent in radiochomical 
separations ensured the complete decay- of 
ill Pd to 7.5 d ill Ag* 
Silv-er-Ill was removed by the additionof Ag-carrier and subsequent 
precipitation of AgCl. moreover, as could be inftrred from the nuclear 4 
properties in tableM 9 the induced -activity of 
"'Pd 
was much less 
than the 109 Pd activity. 
Crocket, and SIcippen have sho'wn that the interf orence due 
to the reaction 
235 U(n, f) 112 Pdý '09-l"d is ca. 5.53 x, 10--3 % iThen 
Aig of Pd and U are present. Thus, a contribution arising Trom fi--ion 
can be neglected in the detemination of palladium in these samples. 
(because the U cdntents in most- of the samples are less than 15 ppb. 
The average chemical yield obtained in the Pd separation was ca. 65%. 
It was possible to achieve a much higher yield; howoverg the activivity 
gained in -this way would have beea -off not by ýhe increased gely-- 
absorption. Thereforep no attempt was made to separate the palladium 
quantitatively. 
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Table 5.3 Distribution of Platinum its a Function of DoiA4,111, throuty-h 
a Gluatemalan Lateritic- Ore deposit 
Sample Depth Description Pt(ppb) Average 
(Metres) (NAA Method) 
LI l., '10-2.00 Surricial Laterite 135.6 
141,5 
13810 
144,, 0 140±4 
L2 2.5-3.00 Plastic Laterite 145.5 
145.2 
147.3 
144.7 14-5-1 
L3 3*50-4,00 Saprolite 166'. 2 
164.7 
18113 
179.7 naltq 
IA 5.25-5.75 Bouldem in 135.7 
saprolite zone 134.2 1 3,5-t I 
L(;, 8.00-8.50 Fines of weathered -102.3 
rock 101.7 
103.4 101±1 
L5 8,00-3.50 'Weathered ro3k 96.1 
97.1 
961.3 
97.8 97±1 
L7 10.25-10.75 Rock 66.2 
68.7 
67.1 
0016 Gst-2 
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TABLE, 5.4 Distribution of Palladium as a Function of Depth through 
a Guatemalan Lateritic-Ore P222sit 
Sample Depth Description Pd(ppb) Average 
(metres) (NA UO'thod) 
Ll 1.50-2.00 Surficial Laterite 87*1 
85.0 
83.5 
80*7 84±3 
L2 2950-3oOO Plaptic Laterite 
L3 3.50-4,00' Saprolite 
IA 6.25-5.75 Boulders in 
saprolie zone I 
LO 8,00-8,50 Fines of weathered 
rock 
L5 8,00.8,. 50 Weathered rock 
L7 lOo25-10,75 Rock 
ý2.0 
8106 
76o, 5 
75.2 
5600 
57,1 
92.7 
01.7 
94.7 
93.9 
51*3 
50.2 
49.8 
51.5 
47.7 
45ol 
37,0 
36.4 
37,9 
3016 
79±4 
57±1 
93±3 
r 
, )o±l 
46±2 
37±1 
9ý 
0 
TABLE 5*5 -i a, -, a runctl n sf Depth VIIII-ough Distribution of Iridim 
a Guatemalan Lateritic-Oric, be-posit 
Sample Depth Description IrkTý, -0: 0 Averuge 
(metres) 
Ll 1.50-2.00 Surficial Laterite 8,15 
81 . 21 812 
+ 0.1 
L2 2.5-3.00 Plastic Laterite 14.30 
13.92 
13.84 
13.47 13.9±0.4 
3,50-4,00 Saprolite 15.62 
15.65 
1.4.90 15.2±0.5 
IA 5,25-5.75 Boulders in 10.40 
, saprolite zone 10.39 
12.03 
12.02 13.2 
4- 121, P. 
L6 9.00-8.50 Fin6s bf weathered 7.35 
rock 7.43 
7.65 
7.40 7.4±0.1 
L5 8,00-8.50 Weathered rock 6.13 
. 
7.02 
6e93 6,7±0.4 
L7 10.25-10.75 Rock 4.61 
5., 50 
4.38. 
5*45 5. OtO. 6 
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TABIX 5.6 Distribution of Noble Metala 'as a, Flincti. on 
_o! 
e2tý 
_L _ 
throu, gh R GI-Mtemalan t, 
Gold contents. 
Sal, rip Ie Depth Description Average 
(metres) 
Ll 1.00 Surficial Laterite 11 
10.97 
0 12.18 11 0,8ý0.8 
L2 205-31,00 Plastic Laterite 14,54 
14.02 
13ý47 
13101 13.8tO. 7 
L3 3,5-: 4.0 0 Saprolite 81,90 
9.02 8.9±0"1 
L4 5,25-5.75 Boulders in 5.92 
saprolite zone 6.30 
1 5.41 
6.1 2s 5.9±0.4 
L6 8.00-6.50 Fines of weathered 4.96 
rock 5,65 
5.83 
5.45 5.6±0. 
L5 8. ()()-, 9.50 ',, eathered rock 4.84 
4.91 
4.74 
4.80 4., 40.1 
U 10,25-10.75 Rock 3,, 44 
3.27 
3.14 
2.98 3.2±0.2 
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TABLE 5.7 Distribution of Platinum as a Function of Depth throug ,h 
a New Caledonian Lateritic-Ore Deposit 
samp 1e Depth Description Pt(ppb) Average 
_(metres) 
(NAA Method) 
BNCI 0-2 ferricrete 107.0 
102.0 
103.0 
123.0 lop, ±g 
BNC2 2-7 Limonite 166.0 
161,0 
167.0 
162.0 164±3 
BNC3 7- 11 limonite 154.5 
154.8 
149.3 
145.3 151 +5 
BNC4 11 - 13 Limonite 196.5 
1.89.7 
18615 lgo-", 5 
BNC5 13 - 14 Limonite and Asbolite 128.8 
122.0 
121.5 
1. F'--i 1.6 131 
4- 4 
BNC6 14 17 Limonite and Asbolite -105.3 
11110 
ilo. 0 
112.0 
BNC 7 17 - 20 'Saprolite 
82.8 
85.0 
80.1. 
82.0 
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TABLE 5.8 Distribution of Pallmlium as a Fumetion of De, )th through 
6 New Caledonian Lateritic-Ore Deposit 
SfLmpl 0 Depth Description Pd(ppb) Average 
(11111 1-lethod ) 
BNO o-2 Ferricrete 78.0 
8000 
79.0 
83.0 8O, Ot2.1 
BNC2 27 Limonite 50.0 
49.0 
57.1 
54.8 + 52.5-4.8 
ENC3 7 11 Limonite 80,18 
81.7 
78.8 
2±1 2 80 
. 79,7 . . 
BNC4 11 13 Limonite 26.5 
28.6 
28.5 
. 28.2 27.5±3. o3 
BNC5 13 14 Limonite and Asbolite 25.8 
24.5 
24.7 
23.4 24.6±1.0 
BNC6 14 17 Limonite and Asbolite 21.0 
21.6 
21.7 
22.0 21.5115+-0.5 
BINC7 17 20 Saprolite 21.8 
21.3 
21.7 21.0 + 0.5 
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TABLE 5*9 Distribution of Gold as a Function, of Depth throurh 
a New Caledonian Lateritic-Ore Deposit 
Sample Depth Description Au(ppb) Average 
(metrea) (NAA Method) 
BNCl 02 Perricreto 34,40 
32.50 
28.10 
26.50 30.4ý3.7 
BNC2. 27 Linionite 31.00 
29.00 
34.00 
33.00 31.7±2.2 
BNC3- 7 11 Limonite 41.05 
, 40.14 40 . 5± 0e6 
BNC4 11 13 Limonite 11.40 
12.90 
Ss13 
12.80 11.3.0.3 
BNC5 13 14 Limonite and Asbolite 7.01 
9.183 
7.01 
8.28 8,0±1.. 3 
BNC6 14 - 17 Limonite and Asbolite 8190 
1010 
9*40 
91.70 9*5-0.5 
BNC7 17 - 20 Saprolite 6.59 
6a. 61 
7.09 
6.84 6.3±0.3 
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TABLE 5.10 Distribution of Iridium as a Function of Depth, 
-throug 
a New Caledonian Lateritic-Ore Deposit 
Sample Depth Description lr(ppb) Average 
(metres) (NAA Method) 
BNCl 02 Ferrierete 8.5 
7.4 
805 
7.1 7.8tO. 7 
-BNC2 27 
Limonite 5.9 
-5.4 
5.1 5.4±0.4 
BNC'3 
BNC4 
BNC5 
.. 
BNC 6 
BNC 7 
11 - 13 
13 - 14 
Limonito 5*0 
5.8 
5,1 
4.5 
-Limonite 6.4 
603 
5,1 
5.0 
Limonito and Asbolite 6.7 
7.6 
5.8 
14 - 17 . 
Limonite emd Aabolite ýo 
4.9 
5.6 
4.8 
20 suprolito 4.4 
5.0 
5,1 
4.9 
4- 
2LO. ts 
5.7:. 0.7 
60 5: -0.6 
5"l + 0.4 
4.0.3 4.8: - 
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TABLE 5.11 Distribution of Noble Ifetal,, 4 Ptracivica 
. 
2epth of 
through an Indonesian Lateritic 'Nickel-Ore7 Deposit 
Sample Depth Description Pd PI)b Average 
AA Method) 
B1: Pl 11-13 Limonite & 52 
Asbolite 54 
51 
53 52'ý*2 
BIP2 13-17 Saprolite 42.3 
41.8 
46.1 
45#9 44±2.3 
BIP3 18-19 Saprolite & 27.5 
Quartz boxwork 
27.3 
28.0 
8 28.4 
Ir(ppb) 
BIP1 11-13 Limonite & 
Ambolite 16 
17 
15,4 16±1, o3 
BIP2 13-17. Saprolite 792 
7.8 
6'. 9 
693 7.05±0.6 
BIP3 18-19 Saprolite & 4.7 
Quartz boxwork 5.2 
5.4 
5*9 5,3±1.2 
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TABLE 5.12 Distribution of Noble ? J( --tals as (I. of D-ur, )th 
through an Indoriesian Lateritic-Ore Deposit 
Sample Depth Description Au(l)fjb) Average 
(metres) (NMI 'Nothod) 
BIP1 11-13 Limonite & 14,1 
Asbolite 15.4 
IC4 
15.7 
BIP2 i3-17 Saprolite 8,3 
9.2 
9.1 8.5±1.5 
BIP3 18-19 Saprolite & 6.9 
Quartz boxwork 6.8 
6.4 
G,, 2 6.24-1.0 
P. t(ppb) 
BIPI 11-13 Limonite & 64*5 
Asbolite 64.4 
70.4 
69.7 67.25±3.2 
BIP2 13-17 Saprolite . 
42.8 
41.9 
43.3 
44.4 43.1±1 
BIP6 I IeL; - 19 Saprolite & 
17.3 
Quartz boxwork 15.5 
19.3 
20,1 lg,, 05-+u"-, 3 
I 
CHAPTER 6 
NONT)ESTRUt., 'TIVE ACTIVATION ANAXYSIS 
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CHAPTER 6 
NONDESTRUCTIVE ACTIVATION ANALYSIS 
The published 'li terature shows that nondestructive 
actiyation analy, -6is has proved to be a powerful method for the fast 
and accurate date-rmination of several major and minor elements in 
geologrical sampla. s. 
. Since chemical and radiechemical processes aro often time- 
c on a umi ii,, rp aspecially for multiolemental analysis, there is a definite 
advantage with purely instrwental technique using gamma ray spec- 
tromotery. Ganna ray specrometoryp particularly with high resolution 
semi condactor Go. -Li detectors has prarred invaluable for this modo 
of activation analysis. Extensivo reviews of this subject has beort 
presented by Adams and Hoste(19-71) and by Gijbels(1973)# 
A list of stable nuclides and radionuclides involved in the 
present Nxrork is given in table 6.1, 
Otill Irradiation fuid CooliaLr Time 
The choice of proper irradiation and cooling time is most 
impoevant in insti. ýwmental activation analysis, and is made so as to 
as for as possiblo the activities of radionuclides of interest 
in com-,, )arision with those of others. For cloments which producel shorl, 
lived isoto-, )cs on neutron activation it is dosirable to use short 
irradiation ajid coolbýq.; tineaq wliil,,, 3t on the other hand for longgg-- 
liveci nuclidcs it is best to use a long cooliagg, time and correspondingly 
a long irra(liation time, may be required to achieve adoquate sensitivity. 
Aii a result (, -f such fActors-, it is desirable to calculato the best 
compromi-se* 
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6.1.2 Preparation of Standard 
Initially consideration was given to using the U. S. G. S standard 
rock PCC-I as a comparator* Howover$ available litemture values for 
the coatents of certain elements in this rock vary over the range 
50-150 More-over. the Feg Mi. &nd Cr concentrations in this rock 
are lower than in the lateriteag while on the other hand the concen- 
tratiqn of Mg and Si is higher. Hence, it was decided to prepare au 
artificial standard by mixing known amounts of the elements, as pare 
oxide or chloride, in the proportions to correspond to the composition 
of a typical laterite matrix. The components were uniformly admixed 
mechitytical shaking for. two hours. The homogempity of the standard 
powder was tested by irradiating. duplicate portions and dotermining 
the specific activities of constituents. Both batches gave almost 
, 
identical specific activitiesT -thus c*rxfixTjizV:, rthaI, - the reproducibility 
of the standard prepartion could be trtisted. The com. pooltion vas also 
tested by cross checking with PM-I. Composition of standard is given 
in tab 1e6.2. 
6*1*3 Preparation 6f Sa le and Standard for Irradiation TEE- 
About 0.4g samples of powdered lateritic ore and similar 
veights of the standard were accurately weighed into polythene irra- 
N diation tubes( 4 mm internal diameter/. These containers of sam-ple and 
standard were packed togather tightly with silica wool in a standard 
I inch dia. x3 inch long polythene tube. 
6.1.4 Irradiation I 
Irradiations were made in the rc.,, onrch at 
A. W. R. E., Aldermastong aud most Often were of 2 hours duration. 
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12 -1 -2 Ot tj The thermal flir je j. "adiation posi ition was 2.5 x 10 ns cm. 
The irradiations usually involved. 4-6 samples of lateritesp togather 
with two portions of ctndard. The activated samples were generally 
made available for analysis 11-14 hours after the eftd of irradiation. 
In the case of detemination of chlorineg I-towever; . irradiations of 
30 min duration were made and counting was -p(:., rformed about 2-3 hours 
after the end of the activation period. 
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Table 6.1 
El ement nj Nuclide cy-, )Ss 6111octit'l ex-ing 
measured Y-rays (Kevi 
Na 15.01i-24Na 0.53 1309 
Sc 
8,7. Od- 46 Sc 22.0 889 - 
1120 
Cr 2 7.8d- 51 Cr 16.0 320 ( 319 
147 Nd) 
Mn 2.5 611. - 
56 tin IM 847 ( 845 
27 mg) 
Po 45.6d- 
59 Fe 0.0034 1095 - 
1.292 
c0 5*26y- 
60 Co 37.0 1333 ( 1326,24 Sb) 
11-73 
Cu 
64 12., Sh- c 4 511 
- 1226 
Zn 13.8h-69r'ýZn 0,075 439 
c1. 3 7.3m- 38 c1 0.4 1600 
Ni 
6* e 
29 55h- U'la 105 1480 
1115 
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TABLE 6.2 
Composition of Artificial Standard 
Elements IV ei "r, I It 
(Oxides and Chlorides) (Grams) 
Fe 203 
sio a 
ug, 
., 
o - 
Al 203 
NiO 
coo 
cuo 
Cr 03 
IWO 
Zn 0 
4.490 
3,000 
1.700 
0.070 
0*300 
0.020 
0.005 
0.250 
0.150 
00010 
Se 
20 0.001 
10*00 
Ptj 
. a. 
S 
S 
I 
--r Chtwinel * 
C, 
C'. 0 
0 
0 
0 
cr 
col 
p 
PAI 
3n 
ce K co- N) 
C16 
ei 
I tlq 
co- w 
p 
4 
Coll 
Cr-51 (320 Key) 
I 
I 
Zn-69m(439 Kev ) 
Cu-84 (511 Kev) 
Hnr-56 (847 kev) 
So-46 (889 Kev) 
Fe-. 59 1095 Kev 
Ni-65 1115 Kevý 
SC-46 (1120 Kov 
Co-60 (11.73 Kevý 
Cu-64 1226 Kery) 
Fe--59 
ý1292 
Key) 
Co-60 1333 KRv ý 
Nov-24 1369 Kev 
Ni-65 (1480 Kev) 
0 
4 
TWITM 7 
ANALYTICAL MET110D. U FOR MAJOR AND KINOR ELMNINTS 
v 
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a 
ANALYTICAL METHODS FOR MAJOR AND MINOR ELEMINTS 
0 
The elements Mgý Sil Ni, Fe. and Cr were determined using 
gravimetric and titrimetric methods. The techniques have beo. ý. --x des- 
-cribed in text books ( Vo, (?,, el 1070 and Maxwell 1968 )v 
Supplemental facets were obtained from other publicatiorij. 
Ca and Co 'were determined by a spectrometric method described by 
Sandell(1959) and Iforrison(1966). 
Replicata analyses were xr-= in each cace. Good agreement 
was generally achieved between nondestnictive activati0y' an"Iyoes 
and the chemical analyses. 
Chemical analyses of 17 samplen are lioted in table 7.1-71.36 
together' with corresponding nondestructive activation renalts. 
0 
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TABLE 7,1 Distribution of Iron as a Function of Depth through a 
Guatemalan Lateritic Nickel-Ore Deposit 
Location & Depth Description Fe% 
Sample No. W (Chemical Method) (INAA Method) 
LI 1.50-2.00 Surficil" Laterite 43.82 42.37 
L2 2.5(ý-3- 00 Plastic IA). terite 32.21 31.51 
L3 3.50-4.00 Saprolito 25.21 24*93 
L4 5.2,5-5.75 Boulders in 9015 9.10 
Saprolite Z0,18 
L8 8.00-8.50 
. 
pine of Wemtherýd 22.56, 22.15 
Rock 
L5 8,00-8.50 1, i, leatheived Rock' 10*53 10,08 
L7 10.25-10.75 Rock 7.95 7.88 
- -t--_-_. -_--------- ---. ---- ---c, 
* a_ sa c- a_a -s a . _. r-*I-t "*-aa fl_t -fl "a-4 -t- 'e5. _a- -* -a_ -Ct ik, t. -S. a 
TABLE 7.2 Distribution of Nickel as a Fjýqjctyo. -% or Deptit throu-, 11 6, 
G-aatemalan Lateritic Nickol-Ore Deposit 
N Location & Depth Description i 
Sample No. (M) (Cheraical Metjýjod) (N. AA Met In Od 
LI 1.50-2.00 Surficial Laterite 1.71 1.71 
L2 2.50-3.00 Plastic Laterite 1.92 1.91 
L3 3,50-4,00 Saprolite 2.13 1.98 
L4 5.25-5,75 Boulders 1*91 1.85 
Saprolite Zone 
LG 8,00-8.50 Fine of Weathered 1.68 1.45 
Rock 
L5 8.00-8.50 Weathered Rock 
L7 10.253-10.75 . Rock 
01 651 0.62 
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TABLE' 7., Distributioit of Silica as a Fwvictieara. of DO-ptli fhro--!, Ir,, h 
Guatemalan Lateritic-Ore Df3posj-t 
Location Depth Descri otion S, -O i Sample No. (M) ., 
Ll -2.00 1,50 Superf icial Latex 2 -i 4-0, 
L2 2,50-3,00 Plastic Laterite 7.25 
113 3,50-4.00 Saprolite 20,35 
IA -15,; 25-5.75 Boulders in 32.75 
Saprolite 
L6 81500-8050 Fine of Weathered 10.25 
Rock 
L5 8100-8150 Weathered Rock 21.50 
L7 10.25-10.75 Rock 34.25 
TLALBLE 7.4 Distribution. of Magn , esium as a Function of Dopth through 
iý Guatemalan Lateritic-Ore Deposit 
Location Depth Description lig 
Samp Ie No. (M) (Chemical Method) 
L1 1.50-2.00 Superficial Laterite 4.28 
L2 2.50-3.00 Plastic Laterite 8.95 
L3 3.50-4.00 Saprolita 12.84 
L4 5.25-5.75 Boulders in 10.35 
Saprolite 
L6 8.00-8.50 Fine of Weathered 5.23 
Rock 
L5 8.00-8.50 Weathored Rock 8.34 
U 10.25-10.75 Ilock 16.15 5 
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TABLE 7.5 Distribution of Chromium as a Function of Depth througrh 
a Guatemalan Lateritic-Ore Deposit 
Locti, tion Depth Description Cr % Cr 
Sample No. (M) (Chemical Method) (MU Ifethod) 
Ll 1*50--2.00 Superl"icial Latei-ite 0.087 0.083 
L2 2050-3.010 Plastic Lateritc- 00086 01081 
L3 3.50-4.00 Saprol ite 1#343 1,252 
IA 5.25-5.75 Boulders in 1.287 1.213 
Saprolite . 
L6 8.00-8.50 Fine of Weathered 1.300 1.005 
Rock 
L5 8.00-8.50 Weathered Rock 09780 00680 
L7 10.25.. il 0.7.5 Rock 00655 0.651 
TABLE 7.63 Distribution of Manganese as a, Function of Depth through 
a Guatemalan Lateritic. -Ore Deposit 
Location Depth Description Un % Un % 
Sample No. (M) (Chemical Method) (NAA Itethod) 
Ll 1.50-2.00 Superficial Laterite 0.283 0.260 
L2 2.50-3.00 Plastic Laterits 0.310 0*313 
L3 3.50-4.00. Saprolite 0.261 0.261 
14 5.25-5,75 Doulders in 0.219 0*219 
Say) ro Iite 
L6 8.00-8.50 Fine of Wentherod 01198 01195 
Rock 
L5 89,00ý-8.50 Weathered Rock 06123 0a 123 
LT 10 , 12,15- -1,0 ,75 
ROCIC 01098 0.0 1%, * 
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TABLE 7.7. Distribution of Cobalt as a Function of Depth through 
a Guatemalan Lateritic Nickel-Ore Deposit 
Location &De v) t1h I Description Co 
% Co % 
Sanq)lo No. (Chemical Ifethod) (NAA Method) 
Ll 1.50-2.00 Superficiml Laterite 0.125 0.115 
L2 2.50-3.00 Plastic Laterite 0.150 0*135 
L3 3,50-4.00 Saprolite 0.293 0.260 
TA 
A. rx 
L6 
L5 
L7 
5* 25-5,; 75 Boulders in 0*156 0.145- 
Saprolite Zme 
8.00-8,50 Fine of Weathered 0.213 01195 
Rock 
8.00-8.50 Weathered Rock 0.125 04115 
10.25-10.75 Rock 0,81 0.073 
TABLE 7.83 Distribution of Copper as a Function of Depth throurr'111 
a Guatemalan Lateritic Nicke"k. -Ore Depaait 
Cu Loca, ti on & Dep'Gh I)ascription cu %, 10 
Sample No. (Chemical Method) (NAA Method) 
Ll 1*50-2.00 Supoilicial Laterite 0.132 
L2 2,50-3.00 Plmstic Laterilbe 0.143 
L3 3,50-4.00- Suprolite 
JILXAX 5.25-5.75 B oulders in Saprolite 
L6 8.00-8.50 Fine of 'Weathered 
Rock 
L5 8.00-8.50 Weathered Rock 
L't 10.25-10,75. Rock 
0.129 
0.127 
0.117 
0.114 
c3.0163 
0,131 
0.138 
0.123 
0.127 
0.116 
0.113 
O. OiGi 
ill 
S 
TABLE 7.9 Distribution of Scandimn as a Fmction of Depth throu,,, rli 
a Guatemalan Lateritic-Ore Deposit 
Location & Depth Description Se (PPM) 
Sample No. (NA. A, Method) 
LI 1.50-2.00 Superficial Laterite 128 
L2 2.50-3.00 Plantic Laterite 80.5 
L3 3.50-4.00 Saprolite 60*8 
L4 5.25-5.75 Boulders in 22,18 
Saprolite 
L6 8.00-8.50 Fine of Weathered 551,00 
Rook 
L5 8.00-8.50 Weathered Rock 23.8 
U 10.25-10.75 Rock 21.4 
TABLE 7,10 Distribution of Zinc as a Function of Depth througgh a 
Guatemalm-i Lateritic-Ore Deposit 
Location & Depth Description Zn % 
Sample No. (M) (TIAA Method) 
Ll 1.50-2.00 Superficial*Laterite 00142 
L2 2.50-3.00 Plastic Laterite 0.0124 
3*50-4*00 Saprolite M065 
L4 5.25-5.75 Boulders in 0000.26 
Saprolite 
L6 8.00-8.50 Fine of Weathered 0.0057 
Ito ck 
L5 8,900-8*50 Weathered Rock 0.0037 
L7 10'. 2 5--l 0.75 Rock 0.0024 
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TABLE 7* 11. Distribution of Sodimu as a Function of Depth through 
a Guatemalan Lateritic-Oro Deposit 
Location & Depth Description N6 % 
Sample No. (M) CNAA Method) 
Ll 1, v5-2, vOO Superficial Laterite 0.0075 
L2 2.50-3. *00 
3*50-4900 
L4 5 r, 2 -! >-5.75 
L6 8.00-8.50 
L5 8,00-8o5O 
Plastic TA-zterite 
Saprolito 
Boulders in 
Saprolite 
Fine of Weathered 
Rock 
Weathered Rock 
0*0231 
090PA-5 
0.0240 
0.0175 
0.0233 
10.25-10.75 Rock 0.0262 
TABLE 7*12 Distribution of Chlorine as a Function of Depth throtkqh 
a Guatemalan Lateritic-Ore Deposit 
Location & Depth Description C1 % 
Sample No. (m) (NAA Method) 
Ll 1.50-2.00 . 
Suporf icial 'Laterite 0i 0531 
L2 2.50-3,00 Plastic. Laterite 
13 3,50-4, vOO Saprolits 
TA 
A-ex 5.25-5,75 Boulders in 
Saprolite 
116 8.00-8.50 Fine of Weathered 
Rock 
L5 8.00-8i. 50 Weathered Rock 
116 10', 26 0.75 %Ok 
0.0435 
0.0600 
0.0220 
0.0576 
0,0193 
0.0221 
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TADLE 7,13 Distribution of Cobalt as a Function of Depth througrh a : np 
New Caledonian Lateritin N-lickel-Ore Deposit 
L ocation & Depth Descrii )ti oa c0 Sample No. ,, k. 'ýI I'L Method 
BNCI 0-2 Ferricrete 0.0ý3ý .1 (11.057 
BNC2 7 Limonito 01081 0.079 
BNC-3 7. - 11 Limonite 0.106 0.091", 
BNC4 11. - 13 Limonite 0* 151 0.150 
BNC5 13 14 Lintonite & 0.256 0.251 
Asbol ito 
BNC6 14 17 Limortite & 0.157 0.135 
Asbolite 
DNC7 17 20 Sapr6lite 04,089 0,1080 
TABLE, 7.14 Di stribution of Copper its a Pimetion of Depth throix,, 
_ 
li a 
New Caledonian lateritic Nickel-Ore Deposit 
Location &. Depth Descriptioa Cu %C 
Sample No. (M) (Cheraical Method) (RU Method) 
BNCI 02 Ferricrete 0.133 0,1,18 
BNC2 2-7 Linionite 0.150 0.129 
BINC3 7- 11 Limonite 0.173 0.156 
4 11 - 13 Livionito 0.2.5 4 0. '235 
BNC5 13 - 14 Limonite M 270 0.230 
Asbolite 
BNC6 14 - 17 Limonite & 0.221 0.210 
Ak; bolite 
BNC 7 17 - 20. Saprolite . 0.156 0.134 
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TABLE 7.15 Distribution of Nickel as a function of Depth through a 
New Caledonian Lateritic Nickel-Ore Depositt 
Locatioza & Do th ' Description NJ % NJ % 
Sample No. 
3 
(M ý(Chemical Method (Wt. ýIethod) 
BNC1 0-2 Verricrete, 0.73 0,71 
BNG2 2-7 Limonite 1.52 1.47 
BNC-3 7- 11 LILmonito 1165 1159 
BNC4 11 - 13 Limonite 1.41 1.35 
BNC5 13 - 14 Limonite & 1.75 11,7116 
Asbolite 
BNCG 14 - 17 Lifftonite & 3*21 3010 
Asbolite 
BNG7 17 - 20 Saprolite 1.56 
TABLE, 7.16 D istributi on of Iron as a Function of Deptli throtigh a 
New Caledonian Lateritic Nickel-Ore Deposit 
Location & Depth Description Fe 
Sample No. W (Chemical Method) (X&A 
BNG1 0-2 Perricrets 47.0 46.7 
BNC2 2-7 Limonite 49.5 48.5 
BNC3 7- 11 Limonite 51.0 49.1 
BNC4 11 - 13 Limonite 49.5 49.3 
BNC5 13 14 Llmollite & 5293 52,0 
Asbolite 
BINCO 14 17- Limouita & 38.1 38.8 
Asbolite 
BNC 7 17 - 20 Saprolite 12.5 1113 
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TABLE 7.17 D, -,, 3tribution of Chromium as a Function of Depth through 
a Now Caledonian Lateritic Nickel-Ore Deposit 
Location & Depth Def, -ýcription Cr Cr % 
sample No. W (Chemical Method) (NAA Method) 
BNC1 0- 2 Forricrete 0.314 01350 
BNC2 2- 7 Limonite 0.340 0.338 
BNC3 7 11 Limunite 0.830 0.689 
BNC4 11 13 Limonite 1.504 1.471 
BhlC 5 13 - 14 Limop-ite-& 1" 754 1.652 
Asbolite 
BNCG 14 - 17 Linionite & 2.154 2.035 
Asbolite 
BNC7 17 .* 20 Saprolite 1.051. 11010 
TABLE, 7.18 Distributi on of Manganese as a Function of Depth through 
a-Now Caledonian Lateritic hTickel-Oro Deposit 
Location & 
Sample No. 
Depth 
(m) 
Dener-iption vu % 
(Chemical Method) (NAA Hothod) 
BNC1 2 Ferricrete 0.127 0.142 
BNC2 2-7 LimGnite 0.209 0.210 
BXIC3 - 11 Limonite 0.195 0.200 
BNC4 11 - 13 Limonite 0.253 0.254 
BN, C5 13 - 14 Limonite & 11803 10800 
Asbolite 
BNC6 14 - 1.7 Limonite & 1.716 1.685 
A6bolite 
BNC7 17 - 20 Saprolite 0.673 0.715 
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TABLE 7.19 Distribution of Silica as a Function of Depth through 
a Now Caledonian Lateritic-Ore Deposit 
Location, & Depth Description sio 
Sample No. (M) (Chemical2liethod) 
BNC1 0.2 Perricrate 3,85 
BNC2 
BNC 3 
BNC4 
Limonite 2.65 
Limonite 4*15 
11 
- 13 Limonite 75 
BNC5 13 - 14 Limonite & 4.25 
Asbolito 
BNCO 14 - 17 Limonite & 14.08 
Anbolito 
BNC7 17 - 20 Saprolito 26*32 
-- 
-- --- I Or-- a, d- 1ý 
TABLE 7.20 Distribution of Magrnesim its a Function of Depth through 
'New a Lateritic-Ore Deposit Caledoniar 
Location Depth Description mg % 
Sample No. (M) 01101ai Cal Ijethod) 
BNCI 0-2 Ferrierete Less than 0.2 
BNC2 2-7 Mmonite 
.; BNC3 7 11 Limonite 
BNC4 11 13 Mixonite 0.2 
BNC5 13 - 14 Limonite & 008 
Asbolite 
BNC6 14 - 17 Limonite Sc 1.4 
Asbolite 
BNC 7 17 - 20 Saprolito ' 11.2 
11.7 
TABLE 7.21 Diatr*ibution of Scandium 
a New CcLledonian 
as rý. 'n. mction of D'opth through 
Laijeritic, -Ore Deaposit 
Location D ep th Doseription Se (ntv) 
sample No. (I A 
BNC1 0- Ferricrete 93 
BNC2 2-7 Liponite 108 
BNC3 7 11 Limonite 110 
BNC4 11 - 13 Limonite 84 
BNC5 13 - 14 Limonite & 122 
Asbolite 
BNC6 14 - 17 Lintoxxite & 96 
Asbolite 
BNCT 17 - 20 Saprol-ite 55 
TABIX 7,, 2- A Distribution of Zinc a. s a Function o -P Depth through a 
Now Caledoniaxi Lateritic-Ore Deposit 
Location & Depth Description Zn % 
Sample No. (M) (. NAA Method) 
B h'C 1 0 2 Forricrete 
BNG2 27 Limonite 
BNC3 7 11 Limonito 
BNC4 11 - 13 Limonite 
BNC5 13 - 14 Limonito & 
Asbolite 
BNC6 14 - 17 Limonite & 
Asbolite 
BNC7 17 - 20 Saprolite 
oves 
0., 63 
01,65 
0.64 
0.94 
0 
It 9 3. 
0.07 
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TABLE 7.2.3 Distribution of Sodim as a Fwictiolt of Depth through 
a Now Caledonian Lateritic. -Oro Deposit 
Location & Do-pth Description Na % 
Swap 10 (M) (IOUI Uethod) 
19NC1 0-2 Perrierete 
UNC2 2-7 Limonite 
BNC3 7- 11 Limonit-3 0.026 
BNC4 11 - 13 Limonite 0.012 
DNC5 13 - 14 Limonite 0.043 
Asbolite 
BNGS, 14 - 17 Limonite & 01066 
Asbolite, 
BNC7 17 - 20 Saprolite 0.127 
TABLE 7.2 4 Distribution of Chlorine as a Function of Depth through 
- a Mew Caledonian Lateritic-Ore Paýpostt 
Location & Depth Description CI 
Sample (n) (NAA Method) 
BNC1 0-2 Ferrierete 0.027 
BNC2 2-7 Limonite, 0.017 
BNC3 7- 11. Limonite 00038 
BNC4 11 - 13 Limonite 0.043 
BNC5 13 - 14 Limonite & 
Asbolito 
BNC6 14 - 17 Limonite & 
Asbolite 
0.271 
0.315 
BNC 17 - 20 Soprolite O.: M 
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TABLE 7.25 -Distribution of Iron as a Function of Depth through a 
Indonesian Lateritic-Ore Deposit 
Location & Depth Description Fe Fe 
sample No. W (Chemical Method) (NAk Ifethod) 
BIP1 11-13 Limonite & 49.13 49.05 
Asbolite 
BIP2 13-17 Saprolite 20.81 19.10 
BIP3 18-19 Saprolite-& 
Quartz boxwork 10.15 9.13 
TABLE, 7.26 Distribution of Nickel as a Function of Depth througgh a 
-Indonesion Lateritic-Ore Deposit 
Location & Depth Descri-ption la % Ni % 
Sample No. W (Chemical Method) (NAA Method) 
BIPI 11-13 Limonite & 1.46 1.40 
Asbolite 
BIP2 13-17 Saprolite 2.83 2.71 
BIP3 18-19 Saprolite & 2.41 2.35 
2uartz boxvork 
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6 
Distributiou of Cobalt as a Functir;,. t of -, pth 
through a TABLE V 7 
Indonesian Lateritic-Ore Deposit 
Location & DePth Deseription, '0 C0 
Sample No. I Velthod) Method) 
DIM 11-13 Limonite & 0.123 01116 
Asbolite 
BIP2 ý 3- 1'. 7 Seprolite 0.064 
BI113 18-19 Saprolito & 0*031 0,022 
Quartz boxwork 
TABLE 7.28 Distribution of Copper an a Function of Dopth through a 
Indonesian louteritic-Ore Doposit 
C Location & Depth Description Cu % u 
Sample (Chemical Method) (NIAA Method) 
BIPI 11-13 Limonite 0.075 0.070 
Asbolite 
BIP2 13-17 Saprolite 0.115 0.113 
BIP3 18-19 Saprolite & 0*051 0.048 
Quartz boxwork 
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TABLE 7.20 Distribution of Magnesim-a as a Function of Depth throug-h 
an Indonesian Lateritic-Ore Deposit 
Locationi& Depth Description Aig ', ý Mg % 
Sample No. (Chemical Method) (NA-A Method) 
ý-- --- --. I ,-, -. ý -- I- ý, II. 1_1 , -, , 40, ý--,. ý. 
Bipi 11-1.13 Lim. onite & 0.261 
Asbolito 
BIP2 13-17 Saprolite 8.284 
BIP3 ICS-19 Saprolito & 10.442 
Quartz boxworic 
- .... -.. . a. s a a.. s.., a.. a. S. a. . sa aa- ei a fl sm as flna. s .. - a, . qst1 Sn ta. s. I . 1-- .3.. a a..,.:, 
TADLE 7.30 Distribution of Silica as a Pu, ý, ction of Depth thro-agh 
an Indonesian Lateritic-Ore Deposit 
Location D", th Description SiO13 
Sample No. (ra) (Chemicat Method) 
BIPI 11-13 Limonite & 4.34 
Asbolite 
BIP2 13-17 Saprolite 22.04 
DIP3 18-19 Saprolite & 27.60 
Quartz boxwork 
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TABLE 7.31 Distribution of Sodim as a Function of Depth through 
an Indonesian Lateritic-Ore Deposit 
Location. & Depth Description Ne 
Sample No. (M) (NA-A Method)- 
BIPJ H-13 Limonite & 0.0021 
Asbolite 
BIP2 13-17 Saprolite 0.0027 
BIP3 18-19 Saprolito & 000011 
Quartz boxwork 
TABLE 7.32 Distribution of Chlorine as a Functioa cf Dep-th through 
an Indonesim Latleritic-Ore Dep--); -ýJib 
Locatioll & De th Description cI%, 
Sample No. (Z (MA. lfetho4) 
BIPI 11-13 Linionite & 0.074 
Asbolite 
BrP2 13-17 Saprolite 0.033 
BIP3 18-19 Saprolito & 0.020 
Quartz boxwork 
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TABLE 7,,, 13 Distribution of Scandium as a Function of Depth through 
an Indonesian Lateritic-Ore Deposit 
Location & Depth Description So (PPM) 
Sam-ple No. (M) (NA-A Method) 
BIPI IIIV13 Limonite & 90 
Asbolite 
BIEP2 13-17 Saprolite 56 
BIP33 18-19 S'aprolite & 18 
Qtmrt-U boxwork- 
r . sew. a 
TABLE 7,34 Distribution of Zinc as a Pimetion of Depth through 
an Indonesian Lateritic- Oro Deposit 
Location & Depth Description Zn 
Sample No. (m) (I&A Method) 
BIPI 11-13 Limonite & 010110 
Asbolite 
BIP2 13. -17 Saprolite 010065 
BIP3 18-19. Saprolito & 0.0019 
Quartz boxwork 
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TABU 7.. % Distribution of as Pý oT Deptji throuppli a C. 1 
Indonesian TAteritic-Ore Deposit 
Location & Depth DeCr 11; Cr % 
Sample No* (M) 
_(ITAA 
Method) 
BIPI 11-13 Limonite & 
Asbol-i-Ce 
BIP2 13-*17 Saprolite 1.05 
DIP3 18-19 Saprolite & 0.37 0,. p35 
Quartz lboxwork 
TABLE 7.36 Distribution of Manganese as a Function of Depth through 
an-Indonesian Lateritio-Ore Deposit 
Location Depth Description Un 110 Un 
% 
Sample No. W (Chemical Method) (NAA Method) 
BIPI 11-13 Limonito & 0'. 819 0.812 
Asbolite 
BIP2 13-17 Saprolite 0.638 01680 
BIPO 18-19 Saprolite-& 0.267 0.260 
Quartz boxwork 
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Y ý7; 11TM U PA i 
mnc, ý. ra Ji ned-f 
ro. ga 'v, o 
method developed by Baltakmý, ns(1.975 
cra 
Umnixu-, i( naitural istople ratio) 
Standard solution: 2.5'pw-) em 
Ucl : conc. 
Uyl 
JLJLCI 
Hcl 
0.0.5N 
HNO 
30 conco 
H so 2N 24 
ol 1w, H2304** 
Procedure 
Weigh 3 grama of the powdored sample and transfer it to a 250 cm 
3 
beaker. Add, ca, 15 cm 
3 
of aquta regia and evaporate altaost to dryness on 
a hot plate. Dissolve the residue by boiling, Eently for a fow minutes C11 
With 8NU hydrochloric acid. Lot the Solution cool aad filter off the silica. 
Pass the filterate through an anion o-xchango column con- 
-taining: Scm, 
3 
of FF IP SRA 06ý 5,0., -100 inesh 
(or equivalent) resin, whic% C; ý 
has been pretreated with l5cLa 
3 
of 8M I-IC1, allow a flow rate of about 
333 1-1.5cm min * Wash the coluwi with 15cri . of 
811 HCI, followed by 25cm 
of 0.6N HCI. -', -. '&. tural radioactive elements present 
in the sample, (U Tia 
Bij Po) are sorbed on the column Thlq Raj Aeg Pb arp not and pass 
through thle co7umn. Of the major stable ele-tue. kits, only Fe(=) is 
ItaluL-ens U, sorbed, are not (Ba '73 
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Elution with 0.511 1-ICl removes U, Pal and Fe(III); Bi and Po remain 
on the colwm. 
Evaporate the 0*5H RCI cluate to d. z7nesfj over low heatq 
then dissolve the residue by warming with 5em 
3 
of 2N sulphuric acid. 
Cool the solution, dilute to lOocm3 vith dernineralized water and pass 
through an identic&I colium, to that u-.,. td previously but this time 
3 
pretreated Ifith i6cm of 0.111 I-It SO Uraj-duij and P& are sorbed on this 2 4" 
sebond coluouig togethor with a small amomit of Fe. Washing with Mcm C) 
3 
of 0.1 If H2 so 4 removes most of tho sorbed Fe. Fifty eta of 0.5kl IICI are 
- than passed the colunm , and the first 15cm 
3 
of eluate are 
discarded this may contain traces of tPe and the subsequent oluato is 
3 
collected. - This 15-50cm fraction containu the Uranium. One cm of 
yttrium 
III 
carrier solution(equivalent to 51ng of yttrimi) is add, edp 
the solution boiled, and the urant, um is co-precipitated on Y(011) 17 
03 
addition of carbonate *free ammonitun IV-dro--ide. After coo"Ling, the 
preckpitato is filtered on a weighed 1 inch diameter sintered glass disc, 
Uranium can ba Ntmd by cow-itingr the Y(011) source after a suitable t.: ). 3 
interval (. I day). 
Tho proce(Jure for comparators is exactly the same as used 
for the sam, I e. 
Uranium content 'was calculated from the equation: 
Weight of U in sample= 
YS 
x Weight of U in std. Y -atd 
Data on analyzed samples is given in tables, 7.37-7.39* 
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TAME 7.37 Distribution of Uranixua as a Function of Depth through 
a Guatemalan Later-itic Nickel-Ore Deposit 
Location & Depth Description U (ppb) 
Sample No. W (RadiochemicaA Method) 
Ll 1,5-2.000 Surficial ! Aterite 6,33' 
L2 2.50-3.00 Plastic Laterite 8045 
L3 3.50-4.00 Saprolite 1.6190 
IA 5.25-5.75 Boulders in 12.67 
- Saprolite 
L6 8,00-8,50 Fino of Weathered 12.50 
Rock 
L5 8,00-8.50 Weathered. R-ock 10.78 
M 10.25-10.75 Rock 7.56 
S. fls. k flfl.. at.. a&S.,. -_. _ 
TABLE 7.38Distribution of Uranium as a Function of Depth. +, hroxxgh 
a Now Caledonian Lateritic Mickel-Ore Deposit 
Location & 
Swuple No. 
Depth 
(M) 
Description U (ppb) 
(Hadiochomical Method) 
BNCI 0 2 Perricreto 4.00 
BNC2- 2 7 Limonite 4.22 
BNC3 7 11 Limonite 6,35 
BNC4 11 - 13 Limonite 12.50 
BNC5 13 - 14 Limonite & 10.56 
Asbol ilbe 
BNC6 14 - 17. it 33.80 
BNC7 17 - 20 Saprolite 17.4G 
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Table 7.339 Distribution of Uranims as a runction of Depth through 
an Indonesian Lateritic-Ore Deposit 
Locatici, iv Depth Description U (Ppb) 
Sami, i, Ae No. (-m) (Hadiochemical Method) 
BIP1 11-13 Limonite & 16*90 
Asbolite 
DIP2 13-17 Saprolits 
BIP3 18-19 Saprolite &- 
Quartz boxwork 
I 
42.22 
12.69 
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pH DETE170,11NATI ON 
pll. measurements were made in order to gain information on 
possible effects of acidity on the distribution of the elements 
0 in the lateritic samples. 
Determinations were made by adding 50 cm 
3 
of distilled water 
(pH 6.5-6.8) to 1 gram of disaggregated sample in a polythene tube* 
The tube was agitated for 2 hours. After 12 hours the pH of the 
solution was measured with a Beckmann G-type labortary pll-meter at 
cae 20OC-,, All operations were carried out in an atmosphere of nitrogen 
(the specially desi&med vessel used for this experiment is shown 
in Fig. 7.1 ). Results are given in tables 7.40* 
The pHineasurements reported-here should be considered as 
only approximating to the natural wateraq because they, were made. 
under labortary conditions rather than field conditions. FILowovery 
the actual values and the trends frow sample to sample are sinAlar 
to tho-Se that might be expected to be typical of lateritic soils. 
On the other handq there are considerable differences be-Vveen the 
three profiles studied. Some overall interpretations can be made 
in a very general way. 
1- The pH values of all three profiles increase, with the d-epth 
(Pil 5.9 )0 
2- Top surficial horizons are acidic in BNC and BIP. In the case 
of the L profile pH measurements in A-horizon is 7.05(slightly basic) 
and the high k(g, content in this A-horizon suggests that there is 
some basic rock content left. 
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0 
3- An important featuro lin all three profilc! f-ý, is the co'rrelation 
between depth of distribution of edeuevits vt-i pflt cot vlh? ', ch preci- 
p1tation of their hydrox-icles commences, 
. 
pR-wetor 
Nitrogen 
Fig. T. Voasol used f or pff- measurementis 
tgan outlet 
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TABLE 7.40 pH as a function of depth in all three profile. 
Location & Depth Description PH values 
LI 1.5Ow2.00 Surficial Laterite 7.05 
L2 2.5-3., 00 Plastic Laterite 7.2 
L3 3o50-4*00 Saprolite 7*5 
IA 5,9 ý2 5.5.75 Boulders in 8*3 
Saprolite 
Le 8*00-8e5O Fine of Weathered 7.5 
Rock 
L5 8.00-8.50 Weathered Rock 8.2 
LT 10., 25-10.75 Rock 9.2 
BNC-Profile 
BNC1 0-2 Ferricrete 6,5 
BNC2 2-7 Limonite 6.2 
BNC3 7- 11 Unionite 5.9 
BNC4 11 - 13 Limonite 5.8 
BNC5 13 - 14 Limonite & 6*3 
Ambolite 
BNC6 14 - 17 7.3-7.8 
BNC7 17 - 20 Saprolite 8.25-9.00 
BIP-Prefile 
BIPI 11 - 13 Limonite & 6.8-7.00 
Ambolite 
BIP2 13 - 17 Saprolite 7.0-7.3 
-BIP3 18 - 19 Saprolits & 7.8-8.3 
Quartz boxwork 
4 
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I- 0",, T SOLUBLE CITI., O'-', IDE 10 'A 'L IT 
water leachingr, experiment was al so p-cri ormed to determine 
the soluble chloride content of One ! zrani namplen were 
leached with 25cm3 -'4e soskcd- were of puro dintill, ýd vater. ýI I 
agitated for two hours on a shalcor. After 'ý4: hours -the f. -Upernat 
was filtered throuo,,, h a No. 450 Whatua, ý,. i filtý-r pa,! j 
3 
AL por into a 20 cm 
volumeteric flask and made up to the mark with conductivity 'vat-or. 
A 0.5 cm 
3 
aliquot was weighed into a small polythene tube. Standards 
vere prepared from 0.0114 R'. 1 solutjon* 
Samples and comparators were packed togather in aI inch wide 
X 41nches long polythene container and sent for irradiation in the 
nuclear-reactor MUM. ' A thermal flux of 2.5x 10 
1.2 
n Cm -2 31 -1 was 
us ed. After irradiation for 1/2 hour the samples were innuediatly 
returned to our laboratory for counting. A Go-1-4 detector was used 
f or the the activity measurement. Results are given in table 7.43, 
It inay be commented here ýha, t photopeaks of radionuclides 
f ormed by act*-iraMon of cobalt and meuganese were noted in the spectm: 
thizi suggost that at least some of these two elements may be 
present in the laterItic samplos in a water-soluble chemIcal form, 
e. g. as chlorideO' 
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TABLE 
. 7.41 
fl*a*eSp.. StSaS _a-S -a- a--s ---n 1P a- SSaSS %ie a-4 -- -- "L" Li -S . _J_. _. 3____I_i "SW S_- -a _ -$4 
Location & Depth Description C15 
Sample No. (IM'A) 
Ll 1.5-2.00 Surficial Laterite 0.0013 
L2 2.5-3.00 Plastio Laterite 0.0012 
L3 3.5-4.00 Saprolite OoOO57 
L4 5*25-5,75 Boulders in 0.0051 
Saprolite 
L5 8,00-8#50 Fine of Weathered 0.0054 
Rock 
15 8100-8050- Weathered Rock 0.0031 
L7 10.25-10.75 Rock 0.0012 
BNC-Profile 
BNCI 0- 2 Ferricrete 0.0070- 
BNC2 2- -7 Limonite 
0,0067 
BNC3 7- 11 Limaite 0.0193 
BNC4 11 - 13 Limonite 010198 
BNC5 13 - 14 Limonite & 0.1925 
Asbolite 
BNC6 14 - 17 11 0,0962 
BNG 7 17 - 20 Saprolite 0.1231 
BIP. Profile 
BIPI 11 - 13 -Limonite & 
0*059 
Asbolite 
BIP2 13 - 17 Sa-prolite 0*022 
BIP3 18 - 19 Saprolite & 0.014 
2uartz boxwork 
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DETEMINATION OF MOISTURE CONTMTT 
Weigh 1 gram of the sample, and transfer it to a 
cleaný weighed 30 ml platinum crucible. Weigh the covered 
crucible and sample ; the difference in weight of the sample 
should not exceed o. 1 mg. Place the uncovered crucible in an 
oven, pover it with a7 cm diameter filter paper, and heat it 
at 105-110 0C for 1 hour. Transfer the crucible to a desiceatorg 
cover raid allow it to cool 'I'Lor 30 min beforb weighing& 
Heatingg cooling and weighing was sometime repeated 
until -constant weight is obtained. Loss in weight will be moisture 
content of the so-raple. 
I 
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TABLE 7.42 Moisture content in the samples as a function of 
depth 
Location & Depth Description Ifoistuve Content 
Sample No. (M) 
LI 1.5-2.00 5urficial Laterite 4.9 
L2 2,, 5.3.00 Plastic Laterite 5.6 
L3 3.5-4.00 Saprolite 5*1 
IA 5.25-5.75 Doulders in 5.7 
Saprolite 
L6 8.00-8.50 rines of Weathered 811 
Rock 
L5 8.00-8.50 Weath6red Rock 800 
L7 10.25-10.75 Rock 3.4 
BNC-P rof i1e 
BNCI 0-2 Ferricrete 4.5 
]ýNC2 2-7 Limonite 6.3 
BNC3 7- 11 Limonite 4. ý6 
BNC4 11 - 13 Limonite 29'5 
BNC5 13 - 14 Linionite & 21,7 
Asbolite 
BNC6 14 - 17 it 26 
BNC7 17 - 20 Saprolite 1.2 
BIP-Profile 
BIP1 11 - 13 Limoni: te & 1.72 
Asbolite 
BIP2 13 - 17 Saprolite 
2.00 
BIP3 is - 19 . 9aprolite Sm 2.50 
QuArtz boxwork 
I- 
CILWTER 8 
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MOLECULAR PROPOTITI ON PLOTS 
The purpose of the molecular proportion plots (Reiche, 1950) 
is to show the changes in the chemistry of individual profile with 
depth. Molecular proportions were used rather thrm weight percent 
'because chemical changes are a function of the number of molecules 
mther then the voight of reactant. A logarithmic scale was used 
for the molecular proportion to allow all the components to be plotted 
on the 'same diagrrt--m without resorting to different scales for major 
and minor elements. 
Figures 1-6 contains the molecular proportion ploto for eaeb 
profile studied. 
The obvioum trends showni by the plots are the decrease of 
Si and Na from bed rock into soilq and the apparent increase in all 
other components, although the extent of the relative chanfres and 
the depý, h at which maximirn extrichment or depletion occurs varies from 
profile to profile. 
The major elements distribution shown by these plots is 
similar to variation generally recoguised in the -weathering of be-sic Ltp 
and ultrabasic rock. The variation will be discussed in detail in a 
later section. 
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NET CHANGE PLOTS 
The molecular proportion plots show the absolute amount of 
each element present in different levels of profiles but do not 
give any information about gains and losses relative to fresh rock. 
For example, an. apparent inceaso in Fe may be due to depletion of 
Fe at a slower rate than other elements. 
The following expression was used to calculate actual gains 
and losses: 
Weight (percentage) in weathered rock(laterite) 
Weight (percentage) in Fresh rock 
As might be expected from the molecular proportion plots, Mg 
and Si are the most cousistent in trend. They are depleted. in all three 
profiles, the extent of depletion increasing tor-ard the surface in 
every profile. The ranges covered vazýy from profile to profile, but 
in general, depletion is more pronounced in the BNC profile than in 
the less mature profile L. 
Iron shows absolute gains in all the profiles exami. ned, and 
Niý Co, Cr and Win are also enriched. For esch of the&6 elements the 
zone of maxim-um enrichment is not necessarily the nn; A,, n for every, 
profile. The BNC profile fin-98.10 shows a distinct tendency for those 
elements to be enriched at a depth just above the bed rocký whilsty 
on the other hand in the L profile fl. g. 8.7they are enriched just below 
the out-face (top layer+intermediste layer). 
Zn, Cu and So are enriched to some extent in the profilasq 
but the loval.. of art ri c', -:,, (--,,, ýA do not xnecessarUy coincide for each of 
these elements. 
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Na and CI are depleted in all three profilesq the cytent 
of depletion increasing towards the curface in each case. Cl is 
slightly enriched at depth relative to fresh rock. 
Platinum group metals are enriched in the intermediate zone 
in the profiles. Concentration in the B horizon indicate the 
possibility of migration of Pt metals. 
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CORMMLTIO*,, 4 COEIFFICIENTS 
The purpose of computing L see . co"i., redililion cwý'ficient is to 
if two variables, in this case tro or 1: ý. Yddem, aro closely 
associated,, and to obtain a quantitativa m-easure of their similarity. 
In this study a product moment correlation coefficient wes con- 
puted for all possible pairs of elementsv usiug the 
f ormula: 
lIN 
rm correlatIon. coefficient for variables x and y 
Nw total number of samples 
x. = values of variable x-for the ith sample I 
values of variable y for the ith sample 
x= arithmetic mean of Nx values 
arithmetic mean of N., values y 
S standard deviation of N. v-alues 
S= standard deviatIon of N values yy 
The product moment correlation coefficiont is a measure of 
the degree of linearity of points on an X-Y plot, For ex-ampleg 
we could take analyzed values for Ni and Co for different samples 
and plot as pointag the value for Co being the x coordinate and 
the value for Ni the y coordinate. If the 14 points all lie on 
a striaght line and an incease in Ni cot-responds to aa increase 
.n Co,, we could say that a perfect direct relatiLonship exists i 
between Ni and Co; The product moment correlation coefficient 
N 
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in such a case would be equal to +1. Conversely if all the points 
lay on a straight line, and an increase in Ni resulted in a 
decrease in Cot a perfect inverse relationship exists between 
the two variables and the correlation coefficient in this case 
would be -1. On the other handq if our plotted points were see. - 
-ttered randomly, we would say that no correlation existed and this 
would give us a correlation coefficiont of about zero. We could 
also obtain a correlation coefficient of 0 even though the points 
f ell on a straight 13: Lno in two special cases, whero this line 
was either vertical or horizontal. It is easy to see that this 
condition is indicative of no c0irelation as one variable changes 
with no effect on the other. Values of tha correlati. on, coaffidie-at 
can range between 0 and +1 or --ýI; intemediate valUes would mopsa 
that there is a possibility that correlation existf, -5 vnlues c. 7of! ^-, 
-to 0 would mean that essentially no correlation can be shown; 
vhereas values close to I would mean that the variables correlate 
wel 1. 
On the basis -of the present data we can not mstablish 
any factual trend which would oxist in nature overall, and interý 
pretations must be made with caution. 
IIgq Si and Na form the leached group in all the profiles 
studied. 
Fo, Uny Zn and Se, are closely associated in all three 
assemblages indicating that they are probably &II present in 
iron oxides. 
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Cu. appears to be associated with Hn in tile deposit L. 
Perhapes they are fixed by, organic matter which is plentiful 
in tile surface horizons of the L profile.. -In. the BINC profile 
th e lack of such af ixinrv- agent may result in dovnvard migration 
and fixing of Cu within the iron exideso 
0 
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DIS CU'S ST (); N 
In this section, the respullt.,, c-ý. ' "k-7 so. ", les has 
. 
re been used in donjuction with c "21 V71 UO S 
(Molecular proportion plots, Gains awlt lot-; sP-s jj, -ýots ar--. d Correla- 
-tion coefficient) in order to explain the distribution &nd 
behaviour a individual elements during the laterite 
MAJOR ELEIIENTS 
STLI CA 
Behaviour of SiO 2 in the profiles investigated 
generally conforms with the trends reported previously for laterites 
. 
developed on ul4wmmafic rocks. Silica is depleted in all samiples, 
tho extent of depletion increasing toward the surface in each 
profile. This shows that SiO 2 content in decreased vith 
weatheri"gq regardless of varizý, tions in chemical and physdogra- 
phical conditions (Ilarris 1966). - It has been shown that the 
solubility of SiO 2 
depends on pH val-aa and tonfvraturo (Mason 19549 
Corren 1949 and Krauskopf 1959). 
It is quite obvious from tho molecular proportion 
and not change plots that the silica content decreases shar-ply 
going from. fresh rock to lateriteý but som. e times it increases 
again slordy t9wards the -top of. a profileo Such an effect is 
illustrated in case of BNC profile ýnd probably arises froa 
residual concentration of difficultly soluble silicates. Thus 
Luinert1j'r exam lation of t1to upper -* I- -t of' this laterite 
revealed minute lle. rticl(is of qv--rtz aud chlorjiýe. .1-I 
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According to Krauskopf traný; port of SiO 2 apparontly takes 
place mainly in the colloidal . 9tato and to a leqser extent as 
ionised silicic acid in true solution. 
IIAGNESTUM 
The tendency for a depletion of during Vie 
C; b 
tran. sf ormation of rocic. to laterýte was noted ill eacll Gf 
investi,,: r, ated. This trend ham also bee-ii reported IYY Harris (193,5) 
Krauskopf(1959)1, Wedopohl(1969) and Zessink(1969). It is geucur- 
-ally accepted that rain water containing carbonic acid, atttmcks 
olivine (which may contain 25% Ug. Goldschmidt, 1954) and leaches 
out the 1ýg as bicarbonate. Tt is evident from analytical data, 
molecular proportion and net change plets that mmnesium is very 
consis ent in trend. The element is depleted in all the studied 
profiles, the extent of depletion, increases toward the surface 
0 in each profile, justf like SiO 2* As already mentio-ned in tho comptente 
on not phange pIGts, ýn the case of the BNC profile Mg depletlon 
is pronounced (or more cor. Tlete ), which corresponds to the fact 
that the BNC profile has been exposed to weathering for a longer 
period than profile L. 
IRON 
Iron shows absolute gains in all profiles examined, There 
definite trend which ca. n be made out for mr-Lehment relative 
to fresh rock. An apparent increase in Fe may be due to depletion 
of Fe at a slower rate than other elements rather than actual 
enrichmcat(KrauskopfI954). Lateritic ore changos from gray-yellow 
brwirn al, the bottom, to darlz rad at the to-,, ) corresponding to the 
distribution Of the iron minerals. 
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Irou occuro in tho higuer level-9 of the profilesq mostly as 
hydroxidos; goethiteg hematite and Umon. i. tee In the B'T profile., 
iron in dissolved Li the upper most layers and is redeposited a 
few metres below the sui-face. 
Tho likely ino(le of trva. i., iportation of PaIll may be ais 
bicarbonate (Correa 
NICIM 
- Nickel is quite enriched in the sta(lied profiles relative 
to the frash rock(which containO., 'ý,, Ni)* 
In the L profile $ 
the major amount or nickel is ccneentrated 
in the shallow horizo. n. Turner (1963) pointed out the rolation- 
-ship between -goethite end nicliel and shomoo, that high niclicel 
values area as-i3ociated with zoned goethite concentration. Zoissink 
(1969) suggested that amounts of Nt. in. the upper f orrup,.,, ino-d3 
horizon are held in the lattice. (ýf the goethite and of aluminimm. 
hydii-oxide. In the prof i1e. s BNC and BIP nickel is c-c-oncentrated at 
16-- 
deeper horizons. Perhaps the Ni is initially sorbed an tfte iron 
hydroxide, but in the more mature profiles (like BINC and BIP) 
leaching may be more thorough so that the quite loosely held Ni 
migrates clownuard untill it is fixed, e. g., in serpontine. Tho 
nickel may be redeposited in amell cracks and interstices, in 
serpentine (Goldscluai. dt 1954. Corren 11349). 
CHROMIUM 
The usual amount of Cr* in fresh serpentine is 0.31 jo 
( Do Wall. 1971). 01'r0""Im ill 10 "1-' jim-y rock c. ccurm as accessaiT 
qýi. ý, ý&Aitios in , divinzo- is 
and chlorite. 
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The laterite samples contain nogligible amounts of chromite and 
olivine. However, some of the chromiwn ia the profiles might be 
associated with chlorite. The Net changes indicate that consider,, - 
able Cr is lost in the shallow horizon and stongly coacentrated 
in deepez- levels of the BNC profile. Chromim-a (ITT) fonu a ver-y 
innoluble by-droxide, but undor strong oxidizing conditions a 
Soluble chromate (VI) may be formed 'Which may migrate downward 
until it is fixed as iron (ITI)cliromateg Krauskopf (1959)9 Santos- 
Yingo(1930) and Ifolfeudon(1965). Santos uses this argrument to 
ine and Cuban laterItem explain the tendency for Cr in-Phillin 
to be concIGntrated near the base of the Foo-l-ich ZOIlLe- 
WGANESE, 
-r Mangganese shown in Vito, fractions Itiltlb. k", 1"'Clorly 
crystalline iron oxide. frin 
+2 
prob&bly substitutes ror Fe 
+2 
in 
ultramsfic rock. During weathering it may be oxidizod to +4 state 
and precipitated as hydroxide 
(Rankamm'Saham-m 1966). If presont in 
the forim of colliodal MAO 2 
(negatively charged sol-)v it, might be 
expected to be associated with colloidal iron lWdroxi0y-e(positively 
charged sol) Krauskopf 
(1954) 
. This could explain 
the cloeo 
correlation bet-ween Fe and Mnq which is very apparent 
in the 1, 
profile. According to Ranlrama Sahama(1963) 
during the weathoring, 
Mn may dissolve, mainly as bicarbonate and 
behaves rather like 
irons In the zono of weathering the carbonate is directly converted 
into max-aganiti.. oxide and Irydroxide. C) 
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COBALT 
Cobalt is tremendously enriched relative to the fresh rock 
and its distribution trend is apparently similar to Ni. It is 
believed that the oliviiie and pyroxene crystals contain Ni and 
Co Ejubstituted in tht,, ir crystal lattices. Co and Ni have approxi- 
mately tho, same ionic radii and may be expected to behave similarly 
Ho'Ifever, it has been suggested by Zoissink(1971) that Ni has the LD 
greater mobility. 
Both Ni and Cog reftect similar bolmviour in all tho prof iles 
studied. It is possible t1mt the same mechanism in responsiblo 
for conceatration of both these-elements. 
COPPER 
0 Cone entrati on of Cu in fresh rock is about 0.0012% Flanagan 
(1969). Like manganese the element shows a definite enricluaent, 
in upper cuid intermediate levels of the lateritic profiles. One 
would expect copper to be deploted during weathering, due to its 
hig1i solubilityv however, enrichment up to many f'old takes place. 
The higher copper values in the upper part of the profile could 
suggest that the element is associated hero partly with organic 
material* Krauskopf (1954) sugrgested that copper r4ay be f ixed near 
the surface either as an insoluble hydroxide or hydroxy-earbonate 
or absorbod on iron(III) hydroxide. Tt is evident from tho profiles 
that Cu is enriched in horizons where iron. is enriched. 
Adsorption of Cu from aqucous solution has been studied 
experimentallyby Corroa(1924) and by Xrauskopf(1956). 
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The difference in adsorption capacity between different types 
of adsorbents can be erzsily derived fro-m data of experiments 
published by Krauskopf (1956), At pll 7.7 to- 8.2 in a set of 
ex-, i, -)orii, aants close to na-Wral conditions, they used solutions 
containing about 500 ppb Cu and swipensions of 1.51o to 30ppm 
adsobent and obtained the following rato of removal by aJeorption, cp 
.0 ll. ontmorillon. ite= 99.4, "; f reshly precipitated Po 203 nll 2 0= 98 
f rbab ly precipitated MnO n1l 0= 96%; dead plankton 42 %; peat 22 
98jo ; ligonite --a 66%. 
Zeissink (1971) has described the absoNto aa-Ld relative 
inerqase of Cu in two lateritbc, prof iles of serlientintte. The 
,, 
insous maximum absolute concentrcttioný occuring in rm upper f ernmg 
zone( 30% Fe 203 ies 200 ppui Cu), 
CHLORTNE 
Chloritto is surprisingly enriched overall in intemediate 
and doeper zones. Lecording to Rankama (1966) chlorine goes 
readily into solution duriag weathering- as chloride* When the 
chloride solu-bion comes in contact with heavy metalsy particularly 
Rg and Agt in a surficial part of an ore body sparingly solieble 
chlorides of the metals may be precipitate(JIL. Ttuckli(l., re(1972) 
Sum lees a high % of chl, orine may be a si 'if icant component 5ted that gn 
altered 
pontine iniultramafic rocks# A high chl, 7ýriae coacentration of sert 
is unusualg but evidence Suggests that chlorine rakýr play a 
3L.. " 
, significant role 
in the alt, 3ration of oli-vine iiand in the redistri 
bution of metal-cations (Rucklidfrc 1.972, Wedepohl 1971). 
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URILNIUM 
The average abundance of uranium in ultraba3ic rocks 
4-5 ppbl Planagan(1969). Our studied profiles show a very 
slight increase in concentration in the deeper part, relative 
to fresh rock concentrationt During weathering, the U minerals 
presumably yield bydratod oxi(le, having been previously brought 
into solution-as uranyl corq)loxe9( Uo2+ Goldschmidt, 2 1954, 
The soluble uranium compow0s are readily absorbed on Irydroxide 
gels of ironý aluminitui and 'silica; therefore, U may becoine 
0 
enriched in hydrolyzate and oxidate. It is assumed that U has 
been leached out from the shallow horizon and absorbed at deeper 
horizons. 
ZINC 
The upper levels of the profiles Contain concentrations 
of Zn up to ten times those in the original value. The concentration 
of this element is smeiýhat unexpected as it is usually depletoA 
during weathering. This behaviour can be explained as due to Zn 
being absorbed in goothite(iron by-droxide). 
Zeissink(1971) suggested the Zn enrichment in f errugineous 
zone,, probably because of adsorption on ferric iron oxides and on, 
montmorillonitc. - Due to the lo'w mobility of Zn and its adsorption 
on ferric iron oxideq clay minerals and organic residues, Zu is 
often slightly higher in soils than in the related undecomposed 
rocks. 
Adsorption of Zn has been expeýrimentljy demonstrated by 
Krauskopf (1956)e 
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SCANDIUM 
Molecular proportions and Not change plots showed that 
scandium is quite enriched in surficial and in shallow horizons* 
The Sc 3+- (PC 3+ Al) diadock y explains the concentration of Sc 
in the profiles where Fe 
3+ 
and Al are strongly concentrated, and 
upon further vemthering the element probably becomes associated 
with goethite. Scandium concentration in basic laterites has been 
abservud by Zoissink(1971), Welfendou(1966) and Ilotz(1955). 
The Sc 3+ ion is fo . u-nd experimentally to be adsorbed frem 
artificial sea water by hydrous ferric oxides and clay, reaching 
90---1001c, at pH 7-8 (Yushimura). The adsorption by f erric hydroxide 
starts at pH 4 end reaches a maximum in the range -where hydrolysis 
of Sc 
3+ begins ('Wedepohl 1969), * 
Correlation coefficient data show 46 striking association 
, 
III - III 
of Sc and iron 
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GOLD 
The unaltered rocks studied cont. ain 3-6 pPb; the data 
for the laterite profiles (maximum 40 ppb)q suggest that the 
element becomes slightly coitcontrated during weatheringý parti- 
cularly in the more mature NewJp. aledonian profile. Because gold 
is -chemically inert (Sahama 1955) and its compounds are readily 
reduced to metal, it remains largely in the native state and 
becomes concentrated in the resistates; -owing to its h. -: *. gh specific 
gravity,, gold often concentrates in placer deposits. Howeverg 
g6ld is readily dissolved and transportedg possibily largely in 
colloidal solution (Wedepohl 1969)* 
Gold enrichment -hau been reported by Tenykov (1970) in 
Bauxites, including samples from 40 localities 9 mostly in U. S. S. R. 
It was found that 20 deposits formed from igneous rocks( mafic 
and ultramaf ic. rocks) averaged 8.4 ppb. An. 
Such observations suggest that the gold content in 
laterite is related to that of the parent rock. Gold may be 
dissolveel im the weathering processy and adsorp, tion on iron or 
aluminium hydroxide or clay minerals may effecti-, ely inhibit its 
prolonged leaching by grotuid water. 
IRIDIUM 
Hardly there is any literature available on gpochomical 
behaviour of iridiumo Iridium is ch"lically inert and is very 
resistive toward. any reaction in nature. Slightly 
bighor values 
relative to fresh rock in the profiles is dlue 
to decremse in 
total volume of parent rock. 
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PLATINUM AND PALLADIUM 
The studied profiles indicate enrichment of platinum 
and palladium relative to the parent roclc% The profile (L) 
shows that Pd is concentrated in the deep B horizon relative 
to A and C horizons. The depletion of Pd remains large even after 
correction for the dilution effoct of organic matter and hydration. 
Organic dilution was tested by determining ifeight loss by roasting 
the saurple to drive off organic material and nioisture. On the 
other hand, in the case of the BNC profile, Pd is enriched in A 
and deep B. 
The composite profiles indicate that Pt con-tents are 
enhanced in the horizons where iron hydroxide or oxide concentration 
is high. This behaviour may suggest that Pt may have been sorbed 
on iron bydroxide or oxide. * 
RaZin (1965) suggested that the Pt metals are released 
from decomposed minerals and absorbed on the newly formod hydrous 
iron hydroxides. ' He also demonstrated in laboratory the capacity 
of the hydrous iron hydroxides to absorb Pt- metals. ' In a series 
of experimentsý pieces of natural hydrous iron oxides were placed 
in solution of salts of dif f erent Pt-metals. ' Af ter af ew days, 
these pieces were. taken out of the solutions, driedg brushed with 
ling on the a stiff brush(to exclude the effect of surface coat 
analytical results)ý powderedý and analyzcd P-t-metals absoeved from 
the solution were always present in the hydrous iron oxide-so 
y Pdý might well have Platinum group metalsy particular]- 
been transported as chlorlýle complexes (Ottoman 1967p CouBins 1973)o 
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The critical assumptions concerning this sugrgestion are: (i) the 
concentration of Pd needed in solution to achieve appreciable 
tranOort and (ii) that the chloride conctntration is high enough. 
Fuchs(1973) has suggested that in area coat-aining caqueous media 
II 
the higher the chloride, the more mobile are t] ie Pt and Pd, Palladium 
becomes readily soluble as a chloro-complexg so altlýowvh chloride 
content may not necessarily be essential for A metal. u-mobilityp 
- it can certainly promote it* Cous-Irts's (1975) laboratory experiment 
indicated that the reaction is completed in a few hours vIien a 10 
NaCl solution at 350C is used under an atmosphere of chlorine. 
Under natural conditions the reaction will be much slower, but the 
geological time eloment can be correspondip-mly lonwo Evidence in t-31 4ZO 
favour of this kind of process comes from the observation that . -Pt 
is poorg and Os+Ir are rich in alluvial deponits of Good News B%y 
(Mertei 1969). It was assumed that transportation of Pd in solution 
as PdC1 
2- 
arose in relatively acidic conditioný such as those 4 
found in a tropical forested environment. Furthermoreg a. t Chloride 
concentration of0*2%j, Pd(11) may be dissolvod and a relative mobility 
of Pd may be achi eved. 
The existen'ce of stable, but presently uareco<rjjjsedq Pd- L) 
organic complexes is possible and these could serve 
to enlarge the 
field of mobility# Fuchr5(1974) renported the P(I content of a 
tree 
sample wid suggested a possible Pd mobility 
in an organic cycle. 
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COMPAILISON WITH OTHER LOCALT-ftn IM 
The studied profiles from Guatemala (L), New Caledonia 
(BNC) and Indonesia (BIP) are not only geochomically similar but 
they also show great sindilarities, with other lateritic profiles 
formed by vcathering of serpentine and peridotitag such as those 
in Australia (Ziessizilk 197A)? Cuba (Corren IVA), Phillipines 
(Santos 1966) and Oregong U, S. A. (Hotz 19541). 
Analyses ofthe profiles are given in Table 9.1-9.7p 
together with the analyses of laterites froia other localities. 
Comp"risqu, of analy-Ses emphasizes the similarity in chemical 
compositions of all the profilest but it also reveals some 
differences that may reflect differences in climatic envirwiraent 
and physioellemiMl factors under which veathering took place* 
Lateriten f ormed f rom peril. dotito and serpentine by 
veathering imder tropical climatic conditious have a notably 
lower content of SiO 2 and Mg, an. 4 higher content of Pe than the 
laterite of bouth west Oregon developed wider hwaid. clim4tic, '. 
Distribution of Ni and Co are essoutially the Farue in cach case, 
however. The higher rainfall in. tropical regions may be responsible 
r 
for the lower Si 02 and Mg relative to Fe and. Al. 
Pickering 1951 has demonstrated the importance of 
temperature on the rate of weathering, 
Other factors have been discussed proviously, in chapter 
-10 
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radioactivation Diethod. developed in this investigation 
has proved usefui for the determination G: f precious metals at 
sub-micro level ir. geological samples. 
Coefficieat correlation, molecular proportion and net 
change plots prove very valuable aids-in studying the behaviour Cý V 
of the elements during, weathering. 
The ore zone, in BNC is sittmted in the lower part of the 
section. On the other hand, - im L profile ore zone is located in 
the higher level of the section. 
Magnesivita, Silicon and Sodium forra a group of eamily 
leached elements. Me-n-esium shows a to-ndency to be perefertially 
removed with respect to SiO 2" All other major and minor elements 
are mriched in studied profiles. The extent of the relative 
0 
changos end depth at which maximm enricbment or depletion occur 
varios from profile to profilo. 
Analysen and interprative techniques have revealed that 
in the L prof: Lle the maximum concentrations of Co, 11n, Znq Sel, 
Ni and Cr occur in the upper layers, with the Fe 20 3* 
Some of 
these elements are probably held in tho latticeS of goethite. 
Copper tends to concentrate near the surface, probably in chemical 
combination with orryanic matter. 
In the Now Caledonian profile Sc and Cu occur in the 
u, r one. Ilowevorg the inaximun concentrations of 
Ni, Zal Nfnl 
pper 2, 
and cobalt occur not in the upper zone, but in the deeper zone, 
The removul of Zn, Un. Ni and Co f rom upper horizon of the BNC 
, , 
III temd to reater de-iA depositsi and their concentration fr, 
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suggest that BNC is a more mature profile. This could 1--tave been 
cavaed by a variety of f actoraq such as higher rai. n* flall f,. n(I 
differences in topo,, graph, * and may a -periwt of .1 
exposure to weatherings 
Perhaps tho elements were initially scricd on the iron 
hydroxideq but subsequent leaching forced the loosely held 
ments to migorate downwards until they are fixed, e. g in sorpciýatixxe 
or with cmother precipitate (when pR value becoms highor near 
the basic rocks)* 
It is very evident that dissolution of elements, migration 
and redeposition occur ebutinuously. 
- Platintun group metals are enrichod in the intermediate 
zone iu -the profiles. Concentration iu the B horizon indicate 
the posalibility of migration of Rb matal. s. Platinum mate. IF49 par- 
ticularly Pdq moy have migrated as chi(pri(to cojjpjoýcos. 
Gold and Iridiam are very resiptive toward any chemical 
reaction in nature. They always stayed. in tba residual cone ontrates. 
Slightly, higher values relativo to paront rock in the profiles C1. 
is due to decrease in total volume of parent rocko 
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C ONC-'. LUS I ON 
The radiocheinical method devc--ioped in tkiss investigation 
permits a ift-Arly rapid detennination o: C Pt, 1)(19 Au am. d. I r. 
SPOcificity is aehieved and the procoll ure cle: --ouns' rat co flic 
practical advantage of using liquid-liquid eý. Araxtiona for 
separation of these clements. The. method is useful for s+, v-, dy: *tn., rr, 
o 
a great nurqber of geochentical problems. 
Physical characteristics Mineralogy caid Elemental changes 9 rýl 
'which charp. O. erized the weathering of the ultramafic rocks in 
the areas sttidied are clgaely sitailar to cliange-s reported for 
other deposits in tropical areas. 
Changes in trace %-Jewleuts and precious metals can not be 
closely mr. pared to other literature references because of their 
Paucity of dutaf however, the elements (Pt metals) are concentratedý 
which suggest mobility of these elentent-se 
Molecular proportion plotf; q Net chanito plots and Coefficient e-9 
correlation proved useful in this study and should be valueble 
tools in the interpretation of similar problems. 
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